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pohditaan, onko sieniharrastajien kulttuurisessa ajattelussa havaintojen perusteella mahdollista nähdä viitteitä
”sienten henkilöydestä”. Tutkielmassa pyritään edistämään ymmärrystä erilaisten elämänmuotojen
sosiaalisista yhteyksistä tarkastelemalla, kuinka sienestäjät ja sienet kietoutuvat yhteen sekä toistensa että
ympäristönsä kanssa. Tutkielma osallistuu ajankohtaisiin keskusteluihin maailmanlaajuisen ympäristökriisin
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ravinnoksi, sekä moniin muihin tarkoituksiin lukuisissa maissa, ja sienestys on yleinen harrastus Suomessa.
Tämä tutkielma perustuu Helsingin seudulla harrastelijasienestäjien keskuudessa tehtyyn etnografiseen
kenttätyöhön. Kenttätyötä tehtiin kahden syksyn ajan vuosina 2019 ja 2020 ja siihen kuului osallistuvaa
havainnointia kuudentoista sieniharrastajan kanssa, minkä lisäksi aineistoon kuuluu neljä nauhoitettua
strukturoimatonta haastattelua. Tutkielman etnografinen fokus on tavoissa, joilla sienestävät ihmiset ilmaisevat
tietoaan eri elämänmuotojen yhteyksistä, ja miten tunteet, muistot ja kokemukset vaikuttavat heidän
liikkumiseensa ja päätöksentekoonsa metsässä. Erityishuomiota on annettu sille, miten sienestäjät puhuvat
sienistä ja sienille, ja kuinka he kuvailevat niiden ulkonäköä ja käyttäytymistä.
Tutkielman pääasiallinen teoreettinen kehys pohjautuu Tim Ingoldin työlle ympäristöantropologian alalla, ja
erityisesti ”dwellingin” käsite on merkittävässä osassa. Dwelling on perspektiivi, jonka avulla pyritään
kattavaan ymmärrykseen eri elämänmuotojen yhteyksistä niiden materiaalisissa ympäristöissä.
Erityishuomiota on annettu sille, miten ”paikka” käsitteenä on samanaikaisesti yhtäältä ihmisten ja sienten
välisten suhteiden luoma, ja toisaalta toimii näiden suhteiden välittäjänä. ”Paikka” nähdään tutkielmassa

olennaisesti temporaalisena konseptina, joka kehittyy ajan mittaa käytännön kautta ihmisten ja muiden
olentojen toimiessa yhdessä materiaalisissa ympäristöissä.
Tässä tutkielmassa esitelty etnografinen aineisto viittaa merkittävään sosiaalisuuteen, kunnioitukseen,
personifikaatioon ja välittämiseen sienestävien ihmisten ja sienten välillä. Esimerkkejä tästä sosiaalisuudesta
ovat muun muassa kunnioittava ja välittävä kieli, jolla sieniä kuvaillaan, sekä se, että sienestäjät puhuvat
suoraan sienille. Lisäksi etnografinen aineisto sisältää erimerkkejä siitä, millä tavoin sienestäjät käsittävät ja
kuvailevat sienten käyttäytymistä, ulkonäköä, tai intentioita inhimillistävän kielen kautta. Näihin
esimerkkeihin nojaten, tutkielmassa käsitellään muiden-kuin-ihmisten henkilöyttä ja esitetään, että sieniä
voidaan pitää relationaalisina henkilöinä tämänkaltaisissa erityisen sosiaalisissa konteksteissa. Läntisissä
yhteiskunnissa usein sivuutetaan ihmisten ja muiden lajien välinen sosiaalisuus erityisesti sienistä ja muista
eläinkunnan ulkopuolisista olennoista puhuttaessa. Tässä tutkielmassa esitellään esimerkki huomaavaisesta ja
kunnioittavasta suhteesta ihmisten ja muiden elämänmuotojen välillä nykyaikaisessa läntisessä
sosiokulttuurisessa kontekstissa. Täten tutkielma on asettunut vastustamaan laajalti hyväksyttyä käsitystä
jyrkästä läntisestä eronteosta kulttuurin ja luonnon välillä.
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1. Introduction
I have been a keen mushroomer for as long as I can remember. Like many other Finnish
mushroomers, I learned to identify, handle, and appreciate mushrooms by accompanying my
parents in the forest. For my fourth birthday I got my first own tiny basket, which my mother had
hand painted with colorful pictures of flowers and mushrooms. Following in my parents footsteps
both literally and metaphorically, I fell in love with the excitement of searching and the joy of
finding. Over the years I learned to read the landscape, to know where and when to expect certain
species, and to appreciate the complex relationships between soil, weather, plants, trees, fungi,
animals, and humans. When I was not able to be out mushrooming, I would spend a lot of time
reading mushroom books, proudly marking the pages with species I had found while dreaming of
the rarities I had yet to encounter. For me, the most familiar mushrooming landscape is the
seemingly endless fir forest around my father’s family’s summer cottage in Central Finland. Some
of my fondest memories from childhood are the weekend trips my father and I used to take there
in the autumn, and often these weekends consisted of two full days of mushrooming, before
returning home with a large blue IKEA bag full of mushrooms. Usually the hunt started right as
we turned from the main road onto the meandering dirt road that leads us by forests and farmhouses
to the cottage. Driving slowly on the dirt road, I would stick my nose to the passenger side window
and gaze longingly into the ditch by the road, yelling out if I spotted boletes hiding in the
undergrowth, eager to jump out to get them. I still experience the profound sense of
accomplishment and happiness that comes from finding these elusive beings, and I still find myself
unable to peel my eyes from the side of the road, whether I am walking outside or staring out from
a bus window in the autumn.
Mushrooming has always been an important part of my life and my identity, and my passion for
all things mushroom-related has only grown over the years. Thus, the decision to dedicate my
master’s thesis to studying Finnish mushroomers was an easy one to make. In this thesis, I will
examine social relations and interaction among humans and mushrooms in the Greater Helsinki
region, focusing on the role of place in the articulation of these relationships. Furthermore, I will
consider whether the mushroom can be thought of as a person based on these interactions, and
whether such an understanding can be beneficial for imagining a more attentive and respectful
relationship between humans and other life forms within a Western cultural context.
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1.1 Research Questions and Larger Goal of the Thesis
In this thesis, I will attempt to answer the following research questions:
1. What kinds of social relations can be observed between humans and mushrooms?
2. What is the role of place in the articulation of these relationships?
3. Examining these relationships, can the mushroom be considered a person in the cultural
thought of Southern Finnish mushroomers?
In this thesis, I consider the social relations between humans and mushrooms, applying Tim
Ingold’s work on the dwelling perspective to understand interspecies interconnectedness, followed
by a discussion on whether this evidence is enough to suggest a “mushroom personhood” in this
context. I have approached these research problems by doing fieldwork among recreational
mushroomers from the Greater Helsinki region, paying special attention to their movement,
behavior, and both verbal and nonverbal interactions with mushrooms in the context of the forest.
I did fieldwork over two autumns in 2019 and 2020, although the latter year’s fieldwork was quite
limited by the COVID-19 pandemic. I began my research project with a very different research
problem in mind, and only after spending some time with my research participants this new focus
started to emerge from my discussions and observations in the field. Having been mushrooming
for most of my life, I had based my initial research questions around things I knew I would be able
to observe in the field. I was prepared to study the embodied knowledge of mushroomers in the
forest, exploring the ways in which theoretic knowledge and memory are intertwined with kinetic
knowledge and movement. It was after only two days spent mushrooming alongside interlocutors
that I realized that I had observed something unexpected, and I began to rethink the direction of
the research project. I noticed that what was missing from my research plan was the mushroom,
the very thing around which the entire project supposedly revolved, and which was the focus of
nearly every single action, interaction, discussion, story, and emotion I observed in the field. I
understood that in order to fully appreciate the interplay between human and mushroom, I needed
to find a theoretical framework that is attentive to the agency of the “other-than-human,”
recognizes the importance of the mushroom within the interactive relationship with the human,
and pays special attention to the environment and spatial context of this relationship.
After delving into the various different theories and research philosophies regarding other-thanhuman agency, I recognized that Tim Ingold’s (1993) reformulation of Heidegger’s (1971 [1951])
2

concept of dwelling provides a perspective for analyzing the complexity of multispecies
interactions without overlooking the material context of these relationships. Importantly, the
dwelling perspective is participatory, and emphasizes how humans and other beings actively
participate in each other’s existence (Helander-Renvall 2010: 45–46.) The dwelling perspective
pays special attention to the temporality of place, and rather than approaching places as mere
spatial constructs, it sees them as fundamentally emergent in practice and created by an interplay
of human and other-than-human activity over time (Ingold 1993). In the latter part of my analysis,
I will look at how the concept of personhood is rhetorically extended to mushrooms and discuss
whether this should be understood as strictly metaphoric or as an active transformation of the
presumed separation between humans and other living beings within the context of the mushroom
forest.
Employing Ingold’s dwelling perspective, I examine how different beings act and interact in an
environment, and how their unique capabilities inform and influence each other within the
network. More specifically, my focus is on how my human interlocutors embody and express their
knowledge of these connections between different lifeforms, and how things like emotion, memory
and experience inform their movement and decision-making in these places. Through participant
observation with sixteen mushroom enthusiasts, supplemented by four recorded unstructured
interviews over two autumns, I have worked to gain an understanding of the interactive sociality
between humans and mushrooms in the context of the forest as a dwelled place. Dwelling
emphasizes embodied practices and engagement, creativity and senses, as well as their connection
to knowledge, memory and emotion. Furthermore, the dwelling perspective acknowledges the
importance of place instead of space, and recognizes the temporality and dynamic nature of place.
In other words, places are not static, but are constructed through the interaction of different beings
dwelling in a landscape over time. (Ingold 1993; Jones 2009.) In connecting people and other
living beings, and paying attention to the common context of place, dwelling blurs the line between
subjects and objects, as well as between nature and culture.
As I was going over my initial my research data, there was a pattern I started to notice, something
that took me by surprise despite my own lifelong participation in mushrooming. This led me to
consider a new line of inquiry. Paying attention to the specific ways in which my research
participants spoke about and to the mushrooms, I started to notice more and more instances of the
3

mushrooms being linguistically equated with humans, how they were related to socially, how they
were respected and appreciated, and how they were seen to hold emotions, intentions, likes and
dislikes. From this, I formulated a new research question: can the mushroom be a person in the
cultural thought of Southern Finnish mushroomers? To answer this question, I turned to the vast
anthropological literature on the subject of personhood. I found that most evidence of other-thanhuman personhood comes from ethnographic examples outside the West, and that there is a call
for anthropologists to take Western examples of other-than-human personhood seriously and not
dismiss them as metaphoric or “acting as if” (e.g. Degnen 2009).
Through answering these questions, my goal is to shed light onto the ways in which meaningful
social interaction with humans and other-than-human species presents itself in the mushroom
forest. The starting point for my project is to interrogate the widely accepted notion that that
humans and other beings are “hyperseparated” in Western worldviews. I argue that the relationship
between humans and other-than-humans is highly context-bound, and this hyperseparation is not
ubiquitous for all beings in all contexts. Referencing the environmental philosopher Val
Plumwood, Hall (2011: 1) writes that Western worldviews “render nature as an insignificant Other,
a homogenized, voiceless, blank state of existence, a perception of nature that helps justify
domination of the Earth”. As Ingold (2000: 76) puts it, we are “faced with an ecological crisis
whose roots lie in this disengagement, in the separation of human agency and social responsibility
from […] our direct involvement with the non-human.” In addition, one needs to point out that the
category of “non-human” is grounded in human exceptionalism (Kirksey & Helmreich 2010: 545,
555), and speaking against such exceptionalism, Ingold (2013: 14) laments that “[t]here can be
humans and non-humans, but there cannot be reindeer and non-reindeer.” Thus, I have chosen to
use the term “other-than-human” in my thesis to collectively refer to beings other than Homo
sapiens, although I acknowledge that even this qualifies these beings in relation to the human.
Another, perhaps less anthropocentric way to conceptualize these categories might be “mushrooms
and non-mushrooms” or “other-than-mushrooms,” and the term “more-than-human” has also been
suggested as an alternative (e.g. Abram 1996; Poe et al. 2014).
Most of the anthropological literature of the past thirty years that has focused on bridging the
conceptual gap between society and nature and criticizing the objectification of other-than-human
life has taken ethnographies of non-Western societies as their starting points (Carrithers et al.
4

2011). Authors such as Descola (1986, 1994), Ingold (2000), and Viveiros de Castro (1998, 2004)
have convincingly criticized the set of Western assumptions that has placed primacy on humans
over other life forms and have done so by shedding light on the alternative ontologies and
philosophies of non-Western peoples. Although the consideration of indigenous epistemes has
been invaluable in making sense of the faults in Western thought, it is also possible to achieve
what Ingold (2000: 76) describes as “a caring, attentive regard, a ‘being with’ through Western
imaginative resources. (Carrithers et al. 2011: 663.) It is this “caring, attentive, being with” that I
will argue is apparent in the social relations between mushrooms and mushroomers in the forest.
By focusing on a Western example for my research on human–other-than-human relationships, I
follow the example of Degnen (2009) and Carrithers et al. (2011), who have drawn their examples
from North Atlantic societies, from the very people whose thinking is recognized as having a major
role in bringing about the ecologically catastrophic Anthropocene. I argue that by appreciating the
interconnectedness and sociality between humans and other species within a Western context is
key in imagining possible fixes for the ecological devastation brought on by the anthropocentric
worldview. I find that in the context of “dwelling in a mushroom forest,” the separation between
humans and mushrooms is reconfigured and there is a sense of sociality between mushroom and
human persons.
1.2 Mushrooms
Myceteae, or fungi, are a distinct kingdom of organisms, which include for example molds, yeasts,
lichens, and mushrooms. The word “mushroom” is mostly used to refer to macrofungi from the
subkingdom Dikarya, or “higher fungi,” often consisting of a stalk and cap (Hibbett et al. 2007).
In this thesis, I use the word mushroom to mean sporocarps—or the visible fleshy fruiting bodies—
of a larger subterranean organism called the mycelium. The mushroom, then, is not to be confused
as an autonomous organism, but to be understood as something likened to a fruit or a flower, the
main role of it being reproduction. (Boa 2004: 2.) In Finnish, the word sieni (mushroom) can be
used to refer to a multitude of fungi ranging from chanterelles to athlete’s foot. Although this
points to a certain conceptual linkage between different classes of fungi, I will exclusively be
referring to the fruiting bodies of forest fungi when employing the term mushroom in the context
of this work. This is not to underestimate the biological importance or my interlocutors’
understanding of the larger mycelium networks and their symbiotic and parasitic relationships with
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other organisms; merely a way to clarify the complex mycological and colloquial maze of
mushrooms.
According to Yamin-Pasternak (2007: 50), certain biological characteristics of mushrooms have
led to them having a somewhat mysterious character throughout history and in various cultural
contexts. Mushrooms have since the antiquity been associated with beliefs of spontaneous
generation, death, and decay, along with insects, mice, and reptiles. These beliefs were shaped by
some of the real qualities of mushrooms: they can appear seemingly out of nowhere, they can have
a slimy or spongy texture, and they often appear in damp, dark places or on decaying material.
Furthermore, some species can be deadly poisonous or cause serious illness. (Money 2013: 98;
Jorink 2014: 200.) As a distinct kingdom, mushrooms are not animals or plants, but fall into an
ambiguous classificatory model, which has historically led to widespread distrust for them.
Furthermore, as Tsing (2012: 147) notes, human efforts to control nature by monocrop farming
and extensive agricultural standardization have left crops susceptible to a flurry of fungal diseases
and parasites, which has in turn strengthened the view of fungi as being an uncontrollable enemy
of civilization and progress. Fungal afflictions have indeed had a devastating effect in human
history, ranging from the dramatic spread of the dry rot fungus (Serpula lacrymans) in British
ships in the early nineteenth century, to the Great Famine of Ireland between 1845 and 1849, which
was a direct result of monoculture farming making the potato plants vulnerable to Phytophthora
infestans (Tsing 2012: 144–147).
Ethnobiology is concerned with how different cultural groups “interpret, conceptualize, represent,
cope with, utilize, and generally manage their knowledge of those domains of environmental
experience which encompass living organisms, and whose scientific study we demarcate as
botany, zoology, and ecology” (Ellen 2006: S2). Researchers have documented the human
fascination with fungi throughout history in the form of ethnomycology. Mushrooms have been
recognized as food, medicine, a psychoactive, and a source of divine or evil powers throughout
recorded history. (Fine 1998: 17.) Although fungi are found just about everywhere in the world,
the frequency of foraging for wild edible fungi varies according to geographic locations and certain
cultural or ethnic groups. Mushrooming is practiced in at least 80 countries, and it is especially
popular throughout Northern and Eastern Europe, Japan, Korea, Australia, the Indian subcontinent,
and the temperate regions of North America. (Boa 2004: xi.) Today, mushrooms are picked for a
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plethora of reasons, which include their culinary, medicinal, hallucinogenic, and commercial
usages. For many recreational mushroomers in Finland, it is the activity of mushroom foraging
that can be even more important than the haul itself (Lehtonen 2018). Ethnographers have
described the many reasons why people enjoy the activities of mushrooming, which include the
opportunity to hike or wander through forests, the thrill of discovery, being a part of a community,
self-sufficiency, or the tranquility and solitude of the experience. (Lemelin & Fine 2013: 80;
Svizzero 2016: 20.)
Ingold (1986: 80) argues that it is important to clearly define terms like hunting, gathering,
collecting, and foraging, as these ambiguous categories are so often used to denote specific stages
of human development. Foraging is a ubiquitous human activity with many differing goals, ranging
from the biological goal of subsistence foraging, the economic goal of trading wild products, to
socio-cultural goals related to heritage, recreational values, or to environmental conservation and
sustainability. Foraging is a human behavior that exists in various human societies with different
social and economic organization, not only in hunter-gatherer societies. Svizzero (2016: 19)
defines foraging as the practice of harvesting non-cultivated plants, mushrooms, minerals like salt,
or animal-products like honey, for food, medicine, crafts, or other purposes, for personal use or for
sale. He argues that the main aim for urban foraging is rarely self-sufficiency, but rather it is a
method of identity creation (ibid: 12). However, there are important differences between people in
different socioeconomic situations, and one cannot disregard those people living in urban settings
who use traditional ecological knowledge to supplement their income or diet. It can perhaps be
said that those who solely forage for subsistence in urban settings are those who are limited or
excluded from the market or lack alternative strategies. For most foragers living in urban settings,
foraging wild products is either a secondary source of income or a method of supplementing one’s
subsistence. (Ibid: 12–13.) In industrial and urban societies, values relating to for example
recreation and environmental ideology have replaced subsistence as the primary motivation for
engaging in hunting, fishing and foraging (ibid: 18).
Svizzero notes that fishing and hunting are an immersion in an elemental behavior, which has from
an evolutionary perspective been essential to meet our nutritional needs. He finds that these
activities also have the element of thrill connected to them, as they provide us with excitement and
a feeling of achievement and pride in our skill. (Svizzero 2016: 18.) Although it is common to
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make a distinction between “hunting and gathering,” and distinguishing the former as the one
involving skill, strength and excitement, I would argue that the activities commonly associated
with gathering also involve great excitement and thrill. In this thesis, I focus on people whose
motivation for foraging wild resources is mainly tied to the cultural component of the resources
and the thrill of the activity of foraging itself. Although it is common to use terms such as
mushroom hunting, mushroom gathering and mushroom foraging in English, in my thesis I will
simply use the verb “mushrooming” (Finnish: sienestäminen) and its derivatives such as
“mushroomer” (Finnish: sienestäjä) to try to resolve the foraging–hunting–gathering conundrum,
while at the same time keeping close to the Finnish terminology. I will also primarily use the
Finnish names when referring to specific mushroom species, along with the scientific names in
brackets, because there are a number of species mentioned that do not have a widely used English
name at all, or that have a variety of names from different English-speaking areas. However, as
the classification of different divisions, orders, and classes of fungi is immensely complex and
continually updated, I will simplify the matter by omitting the taxonomic specificities when
referring to general mushroom types. I will use the common English vernacular names shared by
different species of mushrooms; for example, I will refer to “milk caps” instead of Lactarius,
Lactifluus, and Multifurca, or “truffles” instead of Tuber, Geopora, Peziza, Choiromyces and
Leucangium.
1.3 Mushrooming in Finland – An Overview
Mushrooms are still met with ambiguity around the world, and mycophobia and a general distrust
towards eating mushrooms is prominent especially in the Anglo-American world. Conversely,
mushrooms are considered a delicacy in many parts of the world, and varieties such as matsutake,
boletes and truffles are a lucrative specialty market in places like France, Italy, and Japan. In Slavic
and Baltic countries however, mushrooms are a more ordinary part of the food culture, and they
are routinely picked for personal consumption by a large part of the population. As Merja1, one of
my interlocutors, put it:
“In Finland, being a mushroomer is a pretty positive thing and a positive identity. Mushrooming cannot
really be thought of as unethical or boring. Picking lingonberries can be seen as quite uninteresting and
hunting somehow as like: ‘oh, you’re shooting cute birds.’ Mushrooming is always met with interest. In

1

All names are pseudonyms.
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Finland we appreciate diligence, knowledge, sportiveness, valuing nature… and mushrooming includes all
these things.”

As Merja suggests, mushrooming is a common hobby in Finland and there is very little cultural
mycophobia, which means that people are generally not appalled by the thought of picking and
eating mushrooms, even if they do not participate in it themselves. According to a 2010 statistic,
76% of Finns stated that they hold basic mushrooming skills, including distinguishing poisonous
from edible mushrooms, wandering in a forest without getting lost, and a basic understanding of
the forest ecosystem. (Sievänen & Neuvonen 2011: 71; Cai et al. 2010: 1.) Identifying mushrooms
is a skill that is ordinarily passed down from generation to generation as oral and kinetic tradition,
and many Finnish mushroom pickers have learned their craft from family members or relatives.
There has also been a rise in interest in mushrooming and mushroom cultivation in the past couple
of decades, and along with berry-picking and urban gardening, it has become a trendy hobby
among the environmentally and health conscious Finnish youth. (Sievänen & Neuvonen 2011: 42;
Cai et al. 2010: 1.) It is important to emphasize, however, that mushrooming is by no means a
homogeneous practice. Rather, it is carried out in various sites, at varying times and frequency, by
many different practitioners—at the summer cottage, around one’s home, or at public parks or
forests. Some pick mushrooms mainly for personal consumption, some for sale, for some it is an
infrequent hobby, and for some it is a life-long passion.
Most of my interlocutors had a fairly similar selection of mushroom species they were interested
in picking. The first popular mushrooms to appear in Southern Finland in mid-to-late summer—
depending on variables such as temperature and rainfall—are different boletes and chanterelles.
These species are easily recognizable with little to no poisonous look-alikes, they do not require
special preparation2, and e.g. chanterelles are notably insect-free. These things, combined with the
species’ good flavor, have made these varieties very popular both for individual mushroomers and
international markets. The early autumn—starting at around September—sees the appearance of a
variety of different species of milk caps, russulas, boletes, waxcaps, as well as many other kinds
that are either poisonous or not commonly eaten by Finnish people for some other reason. The
biological knowledge of fungi correlates with how Finnish mushroomers understand mushrooms,

2

Unlike the springtime delicacy korvasieni (Gyromitra venenata/esculenta), which is potentially fatally poisonous if
not carefully prepared before consumption. I omit spring mushrooms from this thesis, as my fieldwork only covered
the late summer and autumn mushrooming season.
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as most of my interlocutors expressed an understanding of underground mycelia and the symbiotic
relations between specific species of mushrooms and their host plants. There are many mushrooms
that are named according to their mycorrhizal relationship with a tree species, for example
koivunpunikkitatti

(Leccinum

versipelle),

lehtikuusentatti

(Suillus

grevillei)

or

männyntuoksuvalmuska (Tricholoma matsutake)3. Further confusion is created by the fact that
some mushrooms that are named after a specific mycorrhizal or saprotrophic (consuming decaying
material) relationships can in fact grow near or on various other trees as well. For example,
koivunkantosieni (Kuehneromyces mutabilis) literally translates as “birch-stump mushroom,” but
may grow on a variety of broad-leaved tree stumps, and sometimes also on conifers. There are also
mushrooms that do not have the symbiotic tree species as a clue in the name, but for which my
research participants nonetheless knew the common mycorrhizal associations. I was told by
interlocutors for example that nokitatti4 (Leccinum variicolor) grows by birch trees and
rikkikääpä5 (Laetiporus sulphureus) mostly on oak trees.
1.4. Synopsis of Chapters
In chapter two, I present my research methodology and fieldwork. I detail the practicalities of my
research project, from the process of contacting potential interlocutors to the analysis of my field
data. Furthermore, I consider the ethical questions and considerations related to this research
project. In chapter three, I outline the theoretical background of my thesis, as well as consider its
anthropological relevance. I begin with a brief introduction to the field of environmental
anthropology and its history, followed by an outline of the relevant current debates on other-thanhuman agency and interspecies relationships. I present theories such as actor-network theory,
multispecies anthropology, anthropology beyond the human, and hybrid community, evaluating
their appropriateness in relation to my research. I then present the principal theories on which my
analysis is based, starting with dwelling, which is intrinsically tied to the concept of place. This is
the main theoretical foundation for my first two research questions, whereas my third research
question is based on the question of personhood, which I focus on in the last part of chapter three.
In the fourth chapter, I introduce my interlocutors and present an overview of my ethnographic

3

koivu=birch, lehtikuusi=larch, mänty=pine
noki=soot
5
rikki=sulphur
4
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observations, providing both general descriptions of the practice of mushrooming, as well as detail
some of the specificities of human–mushroom interaction I observed during my fieldwork.
In chapter five, I analyze my ethnographic data in light of the key theories. I discuss different
aspects of mushrooming, such as wayfinding and place-making through the dwelling perspective.
I emphasize the profound interconnectedness of different beings in the mushroom forest, and my
aim is to describe and analyze the meaningful interactions I observed in the field without
explaining them away or treating them as insincere or metaphoric. In the second part of my
analysis, I focus on a few specific observations of human–mushroom interaction that most seemed
to go against the assumed “hyperseparation” between humans and nature, and discuss my final
research question of potential “mushroom personhood.” I begin by outlining how the question of
interspecies relationships is connected to the question of other-than-human personhood. I then
discuss how my interlocutors perceived and spoke of mushrooms as exhibiting behavior and other
qualities like personality, intention, and interests, which are not ordinarily seen as attributes of
fungi in the West at least. Next, I present my observations about how my interlocutors refer to
mushrooms, and sometimes speak directly to them, and discuss how these different ways of
speaking about and to mushrooms reflect my interlocutors’ emotional connections and respect
towards these beings. Finally, I consider whether mushrooms can be considered persons based on
this ethnographic evidence, and if so, how should mushroom personhood be understood: as
sporocarp (individual mushroom), fungus (entire organism), or species personhood? In chapter
six, I formulate my conclusions, evaluate my analysis and research process, and ponder the larger
implications this kind of research might have in the field of environmental anthropology. With this
thesis, I hope to add to the larger conversations in environmental anthropology, wherein Western
examples of respectful ways of relating between humans and other-than-humans are sorely needed.
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2. Methodology and Fieldwork
For this project, I did fieldwork over approximately four months in 2019, as well as additional
fieldwork in the fall of 2020 between August and November, which is the primary mushrooming
season in Southern Finland. I found most of my research participants from the vast variety of
Finnish mushrooming groups on Facebook, the largest of which having nearly 35.000 members. I
posted a public message on a few of these groups detailing my research topic and expressing my
interest in meeting up with keen mushroomers from the Greater Helsinki area who would be up
for taking me along with them on a typical mushroom picking trip. I received dozens of replies in
a matter of a few days, some of which came from people as far as Lapland, who expressed their
interest in joining my research if I ever found myself in their area. Due to funding and traveling
limitations, I decided to narrow the geographic scope of my research project to only include the
Greater Helsinki region of Southern Finland, and most of my specific fieldwork sites were
determined by my research participants, whom I followed on their usual mushrooming trips in
places with which they were familiar. In addition to doing fieldwork with people previously
unknown to me, I went on mushrooming trips with my family members and friends multiple times
in 2019 and 2020 to areas familiar to us, and I have included my findings from these trips in my
field data as well.
Greater Helsinki is the large metropolitan area surrounding the capital city of Finland. The area
includes the Capital Region and a number of more suburban and rural municipalities. The area has
two national parks, Nuuksio and Sipoonkorpi, as well as many other small and large forested areas.
As a fairly suburban setting, the kinds of forests I visited during my fieldwork ranged from these
large national parks to small undeveloped strips of land between suburban housing areas, deviating
from the majority of ethnographies on mushrooming, which focus on rural settings. Mushroomers
in the Greater Helsinki area, especially those without a car, have to be creative in finding sites for
their mushroom trips. One of my interlocutors said that upon moving to Helsinki in the 1990’s,
she looked up dark green areas on the phonebook map to locate possible mushrooming forests.
Although some nature reserves can have restrictions, visitors to most Finnish lands enjoy the
“everyman’s right” (jokamiehenoikeus), which entitles all persons to move about freely in natural
areas, as long as this causes no more than minor harm to property or nature. By this right, as long
as they are not protected species, flowers, wild berries and mushrooms may be picked freely.
(Everyman’s right: Legislation and Practice: 5, 7.)
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My days of fieldwork were spread out over a few months in 2019, as well as additional days in
2020, during which time I participated in as many mushrooming trips as possible. Scheduling was
occasionally made difficult by the fact that most people tend to go mushrooming during the
weekend, and a particularly rainy weekend might lead to the cancellation of planned mushrooming
trips. Rescheduling was also difficult as the next few weekends were usually already reserved for
meeting with other interlocutors. Occasionally I would get a last-minute message from an
interested research participant, who was open to having me come along on their mushrooming trip
the next morning, and sometimes a trip was cancelled on an equally short notice. However, I would
usually find a friend or a family member with whom to go mushrooming even when it was rainy
or on a short notice. As my research focused on participant observation instead of interviews, I
mostly did fieldwork by mushrooming alongside my interlocutors having unstructured, informal
conversations, occasionally following them from afar while taking notes and photographs. Over
the course of the autumn of 2019 and 2020, I met with sixteen interlocutors, with whom I spent
anywhere from four to ten hours a day picking and cleaning mushrooms, talking, and spending
time at their homes afterwards. Most conversations were casual and unstructured, but I also
recorded a few semi-structured interviews during car rides to the forest or at the interlocutor’s
home afterwards. Nine of my interlocutors were previously unknown to me and the rest were my
friends and family members. Thirteen of them were women, and their ages ranged from 31 to 65.
In 2020, I only mushroomed with family members and friends, due to the restrictions caused by
COVID-19.
In my fieldwork, I wanted to observe my interlocutors engaged in the activities of mushrooming,
which meant that I had to be attuned to not only the conversations we were having, but to the fullbody process of mushrooming. Essentially, the search for mushrooms is accomplished by walking.
As phrased by Tsing (2012: 141): “walking is the speed of bodily pleasure and contemplation; it
is also just the speed to look for mushrooms.” However, it is also important to take perception—
whether visual, auditory, haptic, or olfactory—into account when observing mushrooming
practices. Ingold (2004: 333) notes that as people make their way across familiar terrain, its paths,
textures and contours, and their seasonal variation are incorporated into their own embodied
capacities of movement, awareness and response. As argued by Ingold and Lee (2008: 2–3), it is
rare to find ethnography that reflects on walking itself, and although ethnographers often end up
walking extensively with their interlocutors, this activity tends to be dismissed in favor of other
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considerations, such as the destination or conversations that happened en route. Walking
comprises of a collection of bodily performances that include observing, monitoring,
remembering, listening, touching, crouching, and climbing, and it is by engaging in these
performances that knowledge is forged (Ingold & Lee 2008: 5).
In my research, I have followed the ethical guidelines provided by the Department of
Anthropology at the University of Helsinki as well as the ethical research principles of the
American Anthropological Association (2012). The ethical principles of science are based on
reliability, truthfulness, and honesty. This means I have paid special attention to the ways in which
I have formulated interview questions, analyzed and represented my findings, and how I have
incorporated autoethnographic material to the thesis. My research topic did not touch up on such
aspects of my interlocutors’ lives that might jeopardize their social, physical, occupational, or
emotional wellbeing. However, as some of our conversations did venture into quite personal and
even painful topics, I have chosen to use pseudonyms for all my interlocutors. I have also
considered the implications that this research might have on the University, and I am confident
that my project does not in any way negatively implicate the Department of Anthropology. There
are always special considerations regarding relational ethics when conducting research that
requires forming interpersonal relationships. Naturally, informed consent was a prerequisite for
any subject’s participation in this research project. I made sure my interlocutors were informed
about what participation in the research project entailed from the onset and throughout, and that
they are aware of the possibilities and limitations of identity concealment. As I conducted all
interviews and conversations with my interlocutors in Finnish, I have paid special attention during
the translation process, so as not to misrepresent their words. Finally, I have been following the
everyman’s rights and regulations when doing fieldwork in Finland to make sure my research does
not disrupt nature, other people, or property.
I have followed the data protection directives of the European Union (Regulation (EU) 2016/679)
during and after my research to guarantee my interlocutors’ rights to privacy. Only one of my
interlocutors specifically asked for a pseudonym to be used, and all other interlocutors were
comfortable appearing with their real first names and/or for their face to be visible in photographs
if the project demanded it. However, I opted for pseudonymization for all research participants,
but chose not to anonymize them. I have kept the participants’ descriptions fairly vague but
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somewhat recognizable for the participants themselves. I kept a list of my interlocutors’ real names
only in my mind, using pseudonyms in the data processing stages of the project. I took photographs
and made interview recordings during the fieldwork, asking for permission and whether the
participants had any restrictions beforehand; for example, some participants did not wish for their
face to be included in photographs. I kept the photographs, transcribed interviews and fieldnotes,
interview recordings and all other data containing potentially identifiable personal information on
a password-protected portable hard drive in a single private location.
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3. Background and Anthropological Relevance
In this part I provide an overview of the key concepts and theoretical arguments linked to my
thesis. To demonstrate the anthropological relevance of my thesis, I begin by contextualizing my
research within the debates in environmental anthropology over the past few decades. After a brief
summary of the origins of environmental anthropology, I outline and review some of the main
theories exploring the limits of anthropocentrism, and considering the agency of other-than-human
life forms and entities. Starting from the influential actor-network theory, I evaluate how otherthan-human agency has been increasingly brought to the forefront in social sciences since the
1980’s, reworked in e.g. Ingold’s SPIDER and dwelling perspectives, multispecies ethnography,
and Lestel’s hybrid communities. Finally, I outline the study of personhood in anthropology,
focusing on other-than-human personhood instead of cataloguing the variety of ways in which
human personhood is conceptualized across the world.
3.1 Environmental Anthropology and Current Debates
Environmental anthropology sets out to study human–environment relationships. The history of
the field dates back to the formative period of anthropology, when debates over theoreticalmethodological approaches like cultural evolutionism and historical possibilism gave rise to the
field of cultural ecology in the 1950’s. The central argument of cultural ecology, formulated by
e.g. Julian Steward (1955), is that the natural environment is a major contributor to social
organization and other human institutions, and that no cultural phenomenon is universal. Building
on Steward’s and his contemporaries’ theories, the field of ecological anthropology emerged in
the mid-1960’s to engage more strongly with ecosystem ecology. Abandoning the earlier focus on
‘culture,’ human communities were approached as ‘populations’ within a biophysical
environment, and this reformulation allowed anthropology to open a dialogue with biological
sciences through shared terms and concepts. (Brondízio et al. 2017: 10–13.) Notable scholars
contributing to ecological anthropology were Clifford Geertz, Roy Rappaport and Gregory
Bateson. These early works were criticized for their strong bioenergetic emphasis, and after
notable efforts by e.g. Roy Ellen and Emilio Moran to revise the field in the late 1970’s and early
80’s, ecological anthropology has expanded tremendously during the last decades and become
increasingly interdisciplinary. (Ibid: 14.)
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The materialistic thinking of ecological anthropology as well as the reproduction of Western
concepts in ethnobiology have been critiqued by a number of scholars (e.g. Strathern 1981; Ingold
1986, 2000; Latour 1993; Descola & Pálsson 1996; Ellen & Fukui 1996.) These critiques have
contested the culture/nature dichotomy and called attention to the social construction of the
environment and for alternative ontologies of the environment. (Brondízio et al. 2017: 17.) Today,
environmental anthropology is commonly used as an overarching term relating to the study of
human–environment relationships. Environmental anthropologists contribute to the world’s
understanding of human beings have occupied, interacted with, damaged, and sustained the
environment over time. It has been called “a sub-field with a goal,” as many of its practitioners
have focused on studying how humanity can adapt to and remedy issues related to environmental
damage, justice, migration and health. (Kopnina & Shoreman-Ouimet 2017: 5–6.)
Human entanglement with mushrooms has been studied in anthropology quite extensively, even if
these connections have mostly been subjects of ethnographic description rather than the inspiration
for new anthropological theories. In the last decade or so, mushrooms have most notably been
taken up by the Matsutake Worlds Research Group, who examine different aspects of the global
networks involving matsutake mushrooms (various species from the genus Tricholoma). The
collaborative research group follows the mushroom by tracing the intersections between local
particularities and global commodity chains. The research group sheds light on how concepts that
are commonly considered completely separate in social theory, namely foraging and globalization,
are in fact inseparable in the matsutake commodity chain. (Matsutake Worlds Research Group
2009: 382.) The research group, as well as the work of one of its founding members Anna Tsing
(e.g. 2012; 2013; 2015) have brought mushrooms to the forefront of contemporary anthropological
research, where they hold a unique position between the local and global, traditional and modern,
common and extraordinary. These contrasting dimensions of mushrooms make them an intriguing
focus for anthropology, which is ever more interested in tracing the “frictions” (Tsing 2004)
between local and global connections.
One of the main issues in this thesis is other-than-human agency, as I have ventured to investigate
human–mushroom relationships from a point of view that is attentive to the reciprocity, interaction,
and symmetry between humans, mushrooms, and other beings dwelling in the forest. One of the
most influential theories concerning other-than-human agency is actor-network theory (ANT),
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which was formulated in the 1980’s by Bruno Latour and Michel Callon, among others, as a theory
and a methodology of explaining the interconnectedness of different actors in the social and natural
worlds. The actor-network theory posits that everything in the social and natural worlds exists in
constantly shifting networks of relationships (Latour 2005). ANT was created as a counter to
conventional approaches in the social sciences that saw nature as consisting of objects that are
merely ‘acted upon’ by humans (Lemelin & Fine 2003: 77). For Latour, the fundamental problem
in sociology is the limited view of the ‘social’ that only includes intentional human actors. He
argues that people do not simply act upon objects, but objects act upon them, even if the objects
do not have conscious intention. (Latour 2005: 71–72.) The crucial aspect of ANT is the insistence
that natural objects create meanings that would not be possible without the interaction between
person and thing, often called the nonhuman in ANT literature. ANT has been applied in a number
of studies relating to the relationship between mushrooms and their human pickers (see. e.g.
Stadden 2009; Lemelin & Fine 2013).
In his imaginative critique of actor-network theory, which is presented as a conversation between
an “ANT” and a “SPIDER” (Skilled Practice Involves Developmentally Embodied
Responsiveness), Ingold (2008) argues that while ANT sees agency as emerging in the networks
and interlinkages between different objects, like in an ant colony, SPIDER sees agency as coming
about from the skilled action-perception of an organism inhabiting a particular environment, for
example a spider in a web. Ingold’s critique focuses on ANT’s tendency to disregard the role of
bodily perception and movement in the creation of the network, as well as the diversity of the
organisms and entities implicated in this process (Knappet & Malafouris 2008b: xvi). In actornetwork theory, agency is distributed throughout the network in the totality of the “ant colony”
among both “ants” and “non-ants.” In other words, the pine needles and other materials of the
anthill hold just as much agency as the ants do in this metaphor. Ingold (2008: 211) criticizes the
ANT world of merely consisting of entities that are “assembled so as to make things happen,”
without having any material presence. SPIDER puts the focus on the materiality of the life-world,
and Ingold uses the spider-metaphor to describe the “web” as the “lines along which I live and
conduct my perception and action in the world” (2008: 211). Ingold argues that wherein ANT sees
agency being distributed among the totality of separate entities in a network, SPIDER makes the
point that the spider, the web, the fly and the branches on which the web is attached are not separate
entities networked together, but rather they are all loosely knitted bundles of lines enmeshed
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together in a tangle of threads and pathways. He argues that action is not “the result of an agency
that is distributed around the network, but emerges from the interplay of forces that are conducted
along the lines of the meshwork” (Ingold 2008: 212).
Knappet & Malafouris (2008b: ix) note that if one solely links agency to consciousness and
intentionality, there is very little scope left for extending its reach beyond the human. Arguing
against this kind of human exceptionalism, Ingold writes that “intelligence is one thing; agency
quite another” (2008: 213). As mentioned, Ingold criticizes actor-network theory for its insistence
that all entities, whether animals or grains of sand, share the same amount of agency in a network.
He argues that this well-meaning quest for ultimate symmetry disregards the difference between
inert matter and living organisms and is not attuned to understanding the complexities of the latter.
(Ibid: 214.) As Ingold’s formulation of agency as Skilled Practice Involves Developmentally
Embodied Responsiveness suggests, all agency is skilled. His view of skill is the embodied
responsiveness and continual attuning of one’s movements to the perturbations of one’s
environment without interrupting the flow of action (ibid: 214). In short, agency describes the
organism’s attunedness and responsiveness to its surroundings. Based on the current understanding
of the scientific community, most forest fungi exist in symbiotic mycorrhizal relationships with
plants. Following Ingold, one would then witness the agency of a forest fungus in its mycorrhizal
associations with plant roots, responses to temperature and rainfall, the mineral and nutrient
contents of the soil, animal activities, and other developments in the environment in which it is
enmeshed. From this point of view, fungi undoubtedly have agency, even if they lack what humans
would call intelligence or consciousness. Next, I consider the way in which anthropologists have
formulated anthropological research into field sites wherein multiple species come together and
interact. Comparing multispecies ethnography (e.g. Kirksey & Helmreich 2010) and anthropology
beyond the human (Ingold 2013), I look at how researchers have attempted to interrogate
anthropocentrism when discussing interactions between humans and other lifeforms, and to
challenge the supremacy of the human in these relationships.
Multispecies ethnography has become a hugely influential approach to ethnographic research in
the last decade or so. Creatures which have previously been engaged as symbols, tools, human
food, or a part of the landscape have been taken from the margins to the foreground of many recent
ethnographies. Multispecies ethnography emerged at the intersection of three interdisciplinary
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fields: environmental studies, science and technology studies, and animal studies. (Kirksey &
Helmreich 2010: 545, 566.) The work of Donna Haraway in When Species Meet (2008) provides
a key starting point for this “species-turn” in anthropology. Haraway (2003; 2008) calls attention
to the historical and biological entanglements of humans and other species, and alerts us to be
mindful of interspecies connections beyond those appropriated for human purposes, such as
animals in the realms of livestock or pets. Similarly to Eduardo Kohn’s “anthropology of life”—
“an anthropology that is not just confined to the human but is concerned with the effects of our
entanglements with other kinds of living selves” (2007:4)—multispecies ethnography centers on
the agency, biography, and political importance of nonhumans such as plants, animals, and fungi
(Kirksey & Helmreich 2010: 555). Multispecies ethnography aims to destabilize the
anthropocentrism inherent in the label “human–animal relations,” and moreover, multispecies
ethnography is fundamentally reconceptualizing what it means to be human (Ogden et al. 2013:
7).
In his 2013 article Anthropology Beyond the Human, Ingold suggests moving beyond the
constraints of the concept of species and of ethnography altogether. He begins by asking whether
it could be said that reindeer transact with humans in a similar way as humans do with one another.
For Ingold, the assumption that reindeer and other “non-humans” solely interact with individuals
of their own species is based on the assumption that “humans are fundamentally different, in their
mode of being, from all other living kinds.” Ingold rejects this assumption and argues for an
anthropology beyond the human and calls for an understanding of non-humans as “sentient beings
engaged in the tasks of carrying on their own lives.” (Ingold 2013: 5.) Having done extensive
fieldwork among Sámi reindeer herders (and importantly, the reindeer themselves), Ingold limits
his example to reindeer and other animals in arguing for a more symmetrical understanding of
social interaction. However, his proposal for an anthropology beyond the human is not inherently
limited to just the animal kingdom, but provides a way of understanding the interconnectedness of
a multitude of different beings, including e.g. plants and fungi.
Ingold (2013: 19) notes that his call for an anthropology beyond the human is indebted to
Dominique Lestel’s conceptualization of the “hybrid community.” Lestel (2002) starts from the
premise that no society is species-specific, i.e. it cannot be made up of just one species. Blurring
the boundaries between ethology and ethnography, the concept of hybrid community creates a
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framework for approaching other-than-human species as ethnographic subjects, and for conceiving
sociability between species that share spaces and interests. (Lestel et al. 2006; Kirksey &
Helmreich 2010). The Lestelian hybrid community includes all of the lifeforms with which our
lives are entangled. Ingold (2013: 16) poses the question: “Why should anyone think that social
relations should be confined to individuals of the same species?” He presents two proposals for
this move “beyond the human” in anthropology. First, he argues that what any human or other
animal becomes in their life depends on with whom they are brought up, and e.g. the reindeer and
the herders are continually constituted by their relationships with each other. Ingold notes the two
are fundamentally inseparable, and the anthropologist cannot first conceptually separate the
reindeer herder from the reindeer and then attempt to artificially bring the two together in the name
of multispecies ethnography. Second, he finds that anthropology is not distinguished by its object,
as if it was solely interested in human beings while disregarding all other beings, but by its method
or learning through participation in others’ lives. He finds that “in anthropology we do not make
studies of people, or indeed of animals. We study with them.” (Ingold 2013: 21.)
Ingold’s critique of actor-network theory and multispecies ethnography is based on the same main
issue, as in both cases he argues that these modes of inquiry start from an artificial separation of
humans and other-than-humans and their respective societies. With SPIDER, Ingold places the
focus on the material entanglement of life-worlds, e.g. the inseparability of water from fish, air
from butterflies, or tree roots from mycelia. Ingold (2008: 213) argues that the fundamental
problem with actor-network theory is that it starts by cutting these beings from their meshwork,
reducing them into objects, and then tries to retrace their connections through “networks.” As my
own research places a great deal of attention on the place, and the physical context of the
interspecies relationships, I find that Ingold’s insistence on adding the materiality of the meshwork
into the equation to be more fitting for my project than ANT. In my thesis, I follow Ingold’s
extensive work in the field of environmental anthropology, for example in my discussions of otherthan-human agency, dwelling and place-making, as I find his research to complement my
ethnographic material, provide fitting and interesting theoretical viewpoints, as well as open
fruitful lines of inquiry for possible future research on the topic. Ingold is insistent on the
importance of considering the totality of relations between different beings, and how these beings
are molded by their contact with other living things. In addition, he pays attention to the places in
which these relationships take place over time, noting the fundamental embeddedness of living
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beings in their material environments. Following Ingold, the forest then presents itself as a material
environment in which fungi, humans, plants, trees, and animals are all enmeshed into a totality
that is more than a sum of its parts, and where each individual creature becomes what it is based
on its material surroundings and relationships with other living beings. Ingold brings all these
considerations together in his work on dwelling, a perspective which I will explore in more depth
in the next subchapter.
3.2 Dwelling and Place
Dwelling is a concept that originates from Martin Heidegger’s (1971 [1951]) essay Building
Dwelling Thinking, wherein he considers the connection between building and dwelling, man and
space, and poses a view of being in the world that focuses on situated existence. For Heidegger,
life emerges from the world, and there is no isolated ‘nature’ on which humans impose ‘culture’
(Jones 2009: 267). Combining Heidegger’s notion of dwelling with the phenomenology of
Merleau-Ponty, as well as Bourdieu’s theory of practice, Ingold introduced the concept to
anthropology in his essays The Temporality of the Landscape (1993) and Building, Dwelling,
Living (1995), after which it has been widely applied for example in studies of place and landscape
(Ingold 2000; Cloke & Jones 2001; Lounela et al. 2019), tourism (Obrador-Pons 2003; Palmer
2012), and surfing (Shield 2004). Ingold diverges from Heidegger’s original work on dwelling in
that he sees dwelling to be the shared form of existence of all living things, not just humans, and
furthermore, he does not agree with Heidegger’s romanticized idea of modernity leading to the
loss of dwelled life. Bourdieu’s influence is seen especially in the way Ingold describes how human
children, and the offspring of other species, growing up and dwelling in environments equipped
by previous generations, come to embody aspects of these dwellings in their bodies in the form of
skills and dispositions. (Jones 2009: 268.) Ingold (2005) writes that he rather regrets using the
phrase ‘dwelling’ for his concept, as in hindsight he feels that it sounds too solitary, peaceful, and
comfortable. He writes: “While we may acknowledge that dwelling is a way of being at home in
the world, home is not necessarily a comfortable or pleasant place to be, nor are we alone there”
(Ingold 2005: 503). However, Ingold has not abandoned the concept, merely laments the
inaccurately harmonious connotations attached to the term.
What makes the dwelling concept so influential to this day is that it offers an alternative to
Descartes’s “I think, therefore I am,” which is the foundation of some of the most persistent
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dualisms of Western thought, including those of mind–body, human–nonhuman, and society–
nature. Indeed, the post-Heideggerian conceptualization of dwelling has been especially
significant in anthropology and sociology because it offers a way of understanding life outside of
Cartesian approaches, as a phenomenological process of being in the world. In contrast to social
construction approaches, the dwelling perspective is focused on bodies in environment, and there
is an emphasis on mobility, sensing, engaging, responding, making, using, remembering, and
knowing. (Jones 2009: 266.) In connecting people, animals, and space, dwelling bridges the gap
between subjects and objects, and more profoundly, between nature and culture. Moreover, by
focusing on ongoing emergence and process, the dwelling perspective calls for a temporal view
on place and landscape, which have more commonly been seen as spatial formations (ibid: 268).
Cloke and Jones summarize the possibilities and benefits of the dwelling perspective as follows:
It is these aspects of dwelling—the rich, intimate, ongoing togetherness of beings and things, the recognition
of time-deepened experience, embodied experience, the experience of rootedness, the richness of things
together over time, and the valuing of local distinctiveness—which suggest that it could provide a fruitful
framework for giving due notice to the physical active presence of actants other than human; doing so in a
way similar to ANT, but yet acknowledging the creative agency of particular entities, and taking into account
the common ground that is place (Cloke & Jones 2001: 654, italics in original).

Based on their research among English gardeners, Bhatti and Church (2001: 380) argue that
gardens are sites that provide “opportunities and possibilities in relation to nature that may not
exist elsewhere either in the rest of the home or in public spaces.” Similarly, I argue that for my
interlocutors in the Greater Helsinki region, mushrooming provides a unique space for relating to
nature that does not exist in other contexts. For this reason, I find that studying how mushroomers
engage with their surroundings in the forest can shed light on an important aspect of sociality
between humans and other species that is often overlooked in research on Western societies.
Additionally, mushrooming provides a context for creating, remembering, and sharing personal
histories (Bhatti & Church 2001: 380), and there is a strong emphasis on ‘place’ in these processes.
Dwelling and place are intrinsically connected, and I wish to emphasize the dynamic nature of
places in my thesis. Places are composed by the creative interplay of different actants dwelling in
a landscape over time. Whereas the actor-network theory is hesitant to consider the meaning of
place for the network, the dwelling perspective acknowledges the importance of situatedness,
materiality, and context wherein different beings interact.
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3.3 Personhood
Tsing (2013b: 31) notes, “We [anthropologists] learn social forms by being thrown into surprising
situations”. The spark for me to consider personhood in relation to mushrooms came from my
interlocutor Merja, with whom I spent a day picking mushrooms in Eastern Helsinki. Following
her on the forest path, the first handwritten note I made in relation to the topic was “greets
mushrooms, talks to them”. From there on, I found myself making notes intently about social
relations with mushrooms, which was not something I had initially expected to research. At one
point, I suddenly arrived at a question, scribbled with capital letters: “Could mushrooms be
persons?” I began to note down more and more examples of behavior and language directed
towards mushrooms that one would in other contexts expect to find one direct towards other human
beings. Doing more and more fieldwork over the autumn, I realized this was not a one-off
phenomenon, but that nearly all of my interlocutors either spoke directly to mushrooms in front of
them, called out for them in order to coax them out, or for example described them as having
personalities, needs and intentions. In this chapter, I will outline the history of anthropological
research on personhood, focusing on Western worldviews, which have traditionally been regarded
as having a narrow, anthropocentric view of personhood. I argue that place and context are
especially important when it comes to questions of other-than-human personhood in Western
cultural settings, and that it is important to not disregard behavior that goes against the
conventional understanding.
Personhood has been a major topic of anthropological research for a century. In this time,
ethnographers have examined a multitude of diverse viewpoints about “who counts as a person
and who does not and […] which beings therefore belong within the circle of society and which
do not” (Carrithers et al. 2011: 662). For all societies, the category of personhood includes some
while excluding others, and while some societies do not even accept all human beings into their
narrow circle of persons, others extend personhood to inanimate objects, other-than-human
animals, spirits or gods (Carrithers et al. 2011: 662). As my focus in this thesis is to consider the
personhood of fungi, I will be mostly focusing on questions of other-than-human personhood,
animacy, and agency. The term ‘other-than-human person’ was coined by Hallowell (1960) to
describe Ojibwa worldview and ontology, and more recently, scholars like Viveiros de Castro
(1998) and Ingold (2006) have assisted in making the ontology of other-than-human personhood
a major discussion anthropology. The concept of ‘relational personhood’ was developed in
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anthropology to describe particular non-Western forms of personhood, but has since been applied
to more fully comprehend personhood in all cultural contexts (Fowler 2010: 137). In short,
relational personhood maintains that a person is created through active participation in various
fields of social relations. Persons are composite beings with both tangible and intangible features,
which can be conceptualized as for example body and spirit, and a person is generated by these
features as well as relationships with other beings and one’s material surroundings. (Ibid: 139.)
Some influential pioneering studies describing different types of relational personhood include for
example Strathern’s (1988) conceptualization of partible and dividual personhoods in Melanesia,
and Wagner’s (1991) fractal personhood. Fractal personhood, for example, maintains that each
single entity is really a set of unfolding relationships which can be viewed at different scales. At
every scale one can observe how the edges of each entity are folded into those of other entities, be
it an individual, a family or a clan. (Fowler 2010: 141.)
The notions of agency, animacy and personhood are related and often mixed up, and they have
many different conceptualizations and applications across and within societies as well as academic
disciplines. Agency is closely related to, but not the same as animacy, which is “an ontology in
which objects and other nonhuman beings possess souls, life-force and qualities of personhood”
(Brown & Walker 2008: 297). As I argued previously, there is a lot of support for considering the
agency of different other-than-human beings, and I have considered mushrooms as possessing
agency from the outset in this thesis. However, as agency and animacy should not be considered
synonymous, it then follows that not all agents are necessarily persons. Ingold (2013b: 248) argues
that that agency and animacy “pull in opposite directions,” as agency indicates intentionality and
cognitivism, and animacy involves non-discursive or bodily experienced knowledge, vitalism,
attention, and becoming. To Ingold, animacy is better equipped to describe different lifeforms and
their diverse ways of perceiving the world, whereas agency can be too focused on cognition. Ingold
argues that based on ethnographic evidence, for many people, life is not an a priori attribute of
things, meaning that it does not emanate from a pre-existing world, but it is something that is
continually generated in the process of relational being. He maintains that in the animistic
ontology, beings do not move across a ready-made world but rather navigate along the lines of
their relationships, through a world-in-formation (Ingold 2006: 9). Furthermore, Ingold argues that
this relation is not between an organism and its environment as if the two were separate, but rather
it is a trail along which life is lived. He pictures organisms not as a closed circles, or entities with
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distinct borders separating them from their environment, but, quite fittingly, as being like fungal
mycelia with webs of lines branching and forking out into each direction, entangling with other
beings as well as the environment itself (ibid: 13). He argues that animacy in the context of
relational personhood is not imaginatively projected onto the things with which human persons
perceive themselves to be surrounded, but rather it is a condition of being alive in the world (Ingold
2006: 10). Ingold reimagines the idea of animism as something that is common to both the
indigenous societies to which it is commonly applied, as well as Western societies. He notes that
it is in fact common for Western societies to imagine life on other planets, and this thought makes
them “real animists,” as they truly believe animacy to be an innate aspect of these distant beings,
not something imbued onto inert materiality by the perceiver. Ingold wonders whether life on other
planets might even be something we could recognize, as there is no world-wide consensus of what
is alive and what is not, and furthermore, people do not even universally distinguish between these
categories.
Considering other-than-human beings persons is unusual in Western worldviews, and especially
so when speaking of beings outside the animal kingdom. Tsing (2013b: 31) notes that animals are
often the focus of discussions of other-than-human sociality due to the relative ease of observing
ways of communication, consciousness and agency that are recognizable and relatable to humans,
and thus it is more acceptable to attribute personhood to them. Although even animals are not
widely considered to be persons in Western worldviews, they are still arguably more likely to be
attributed personhood than plants or fungi. Tsing (2013b: 31) argues that beings do not have to be
organized through humanlike conscious direction to be social, and she notes that even beings like
plants and fungi have sociality, even though their communicative and representational practices
are hardly comparable to our own. Tsing’s work in studying the sociality of fungi provides a rare
example of an anthropologist directly examining this kingdom in their work. The unfortunate lack
of research on mushroom sociality and personhood is connected to the more general lack of fungirelated research in social sciences, which is why I often turn to discussions on other beings, such
as plants or animals, in this thesis.
Hall (2011) finds modern Western environmental ethics to be based on an asymmetrical view of
human–plant relations, wherein the human is seen as dominant and superior. He notes that within
the Western concept of ‘nature,’ the plant kingdom is seldom recognized as the dominant group of
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life forms it really is, but rather it is juxtaposed with the radically different category of human
‘culture,’ as if the two were comparable in scope. Hall finds that although the majority of the
visible biomass of the planet is comprised of plants, they have been conceptually designated to the
periphery of our vision of ‘life,’ which is dominated by humans, and followed by other animals in
a descending order from the most humanlike to those most unlike ourselves. (Hall 2011: 2–3.) He
argues that the animal-centric worldview is most importantly a cultural-philosophical attitude, not
an inevitability that emerges from physiology, and viewing it as such can prevent one from
recognizing alternative approaches. (Ibid: 4–6.) Hall asserts that the Western view of plants as
passive resources plays a significant role in the contemporary ecological plight. Drawing
inspiration from the philosophical ecology of Erazim Kohák and from ecofeminism, Hall looks for
“the most appropriate behavior toward plants in a time of impending ecological collapse” (2011:
3). He notes that in looking at a variety of different cultural contexts for inspiration, the point is
“not to appropriate other knowledge systems, nor elevate one worldview as best, but to investigate
a number of worldviews in order to generate ideas and strategies for more appropriate ecological
behavior in a Western context” (ibid: 4.) Hall argues that by conceptualizing plants as persons,
they are recognized as “volitional, intelligent, relational, perceptive, and communicative beings”
(ibid: 100).
Degnen (2009) also tackles the question of plants-as-persons, as she examines the multitude of
ways English gardeners equate themselves with the plants to which they tend. She calls for a
theoretical framing that understands this connection between humans and plants as more than a
metaphor, as it is common in Western contexts to disregard such relationships as mere acting “as
if”. Degnen (2009: 164) notes that associating social relations, memories, and personal histories
with individual plants and gardens is not eccentric behavior, but a widespread pattern among
northern English gardeners. To dismiss this as mere playful rhetoric prevents one from
understanding how these people conceptualize and interpret their environment. I find that there are
many similarities between the famously important role of gardening in English culture and
mushrooming in Finnish culture, which makes comparisons between the two quite fruitful.
Following Degnen’s example, I have chosen to not overlook or downplay what my interlocutors
say and do, rather I will analyze how my interlocutors identify themselves with mushrooms, how
they socialize with them, and what this can reveal about the importance of place and context when
it comes to questions of other-than-human personhood in a Western context.
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Tsing (2013b: 31) notes that since researchers cannot simply ask plants or fungi for information,
there are two common approaches to studying their social lives: attention to assemblages and
attention to form. The assemblages of fungi are complex and mostly hidden from human eyes,
enmeshed deep in the soil, and forming a wide web of connections to plants and their roots. Fungi
have preferences, needs, capabilities, and an immensely important role in the forest ecosystem, the
full extent and function we humans do not fully even understand. The second approach has to do
with bodily form as an expression of sociality. Unlike humans and most animals, fungi and plants
have indeterminate body structures, meaning that they keep growing and changing throughout
their lives (Tsing 2013b: 32). The form of the fungal mycelium shows its biography, as each strand
and tangle reveal the history of social relations through which the organism has been shaped, and
each sporocarp weaves its way through moss and branches to reach the open air. One might think
a mushroom sporocarp has a determinate size and shape; after all, this is the principle on which
the entire idea of mushroom guides and identification is based on. However, there is a vast number
of different elements that affect how a single mushroom takes form, ranging from sunlight,
temperature, moisture, insect interference, or physical obstacles like rocks and other mushrooms.
As Tsing puts it: “form can be a materialization of social relations” (ibid: 32).
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4. Presentation of Ethnographic Data
In this chapter, I will provide a general look into mushrooming through my own observations and
previous research into the topic. I will consider the practicalities of mushrooming, including when,
how, and with whom people go mushrooming, what kinds of motivations they have for
participating in the hobby, and what emotions are involved in it. In my fieldwork, I wanted to
observe my research participants mushrooming in a place and company of their choosing,
preferably in a way that is as close to how they normally mushroom as possible. Although I did
most of my fieldwork in the woods while picking mushrooms—usually parting ways with my
interlocutors after returning from the forest—I also got to participate in the clean-up and cooking
part of the mushrooming with a few of the research participants. In this way, I got to witness the
entire arch of the relationship between the human and the mushroom, from the search to the
cooking and eating.
Most of the interlocutors with whom I met said that they usually mushroom with one other person,
but a couple of my interlocutors considered mushrooming to be most importantly a solitary
activity. However, even those who went mushrooming with friends or family seldom stayed right
by each other the entire time, rather they meandered within a few dozen meters from each other,
occasionally looking up from the forest floor to check that they can see each other. A couple of
my interlocutors, Kristiina and Seppo, mentioned that not sticking close together in the forest is
better in terms of covering more ground as well as giving each person a chance to spend time with
their own thoughts. Mushrooming was a dear and important hobby for the retired married couple
from Northern Helsinki, who took me along on a mushrooming trip in a forest near the couple’s
house. Throughout this trip, Kristiina, who was a short and sprightly woman, would repeatedly
wander alone farther into the woods and then circle back to Seppo, who mostly stayed on the main
path due to his more limited mobility. The couple would then walk together on the path for a few
minutes, discussing the weather’s effect on the mushrooms, or their usual “spots” for different
species. This kind of meandering and coming together was common among the pairs and groups I
observed, and conversation in the forest was quite sparse overall. For most my interlocutors,
conversations by and large focused on mushrooms, their locations, numbers, size, and other
observations in the forest. I wondered whether this was perhaps something that resulted from the
presence of an unknown anthropology student eavesdropping, but thinking back to all my
fieldwork as well all my years of mushrooming with my friends and family, I find that the most
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common topic of discussion among mushroomers in the forest truly is the mushroom itself. There
was an unmistakable sense of passion in how my research participants spoke about and to
mushrooms, and when my interlocutors were not talking about the mushrooms right in front of
them, they were remembering ones they had found before, or ones that were still on their “bucket
list.”
In their research on human relationships with trees in Great Britain, Macnaghten and Urry (2000:
4) followed people walking in the woods, paying special attention to how they perform their bodies
in relation to the trees and engage with their environments. The authors find that people have close
sensuous relationships with nature, and that these senses are often unmediated by other humans,
even when they are in the company of others in the woods. Macnaghten and Urry describe how
the forest is for many a place of quiet togetherness, a place wherein bodily proximity and silently
walking side-by-side are the markers of intimate friendship, not constant conversation (2000: 8).
One of their interlocutors describes this silent togetherness like this: “There’s many a day when
I’ve been on the hill with my companion, and spoken in six hours perhaps six minutes. You are
just with your own thoughts.” (Macnaghten & Urry 2000: 8). The interlocutor goes on to explain
that although conversation is sparse, it is important to have that camaraderie, and the marker of
true friendship is the ability to be quiet together without it being awkward. Being comfortably
silent is commonly thought to be an integral part of Finnish culture, as it is seen as a stereotypical
aspect of Finnishness. While a notable part of academic literature in social psychology, linguistics
and anthropology seems to point to the “silent Finn” being real, although perhaps exaggerated (e.g.
Sajavaara & Lehtonen 1997; Carbaugh et al. 2006; Petkova 2015), some find it to be a mere
academic myth without empirical evidence (Olbertz-Siitonen & Siitonen 2015). Without taking a
stance in in this larger debate, I find that my interlocutors by and large echoed what Macnaghten
and Urry’s British interlocutors expressed about the forest being an environment where it is
acceptable and comfortable to be quietly social.
For both my interlocutors and those interviewed by Macnaghten and Urry (2000), time spent in
the forest was a welcomed getaway from the stresses of the “real world.” One of Macnaghten and
Urry’s (2000: 10) interlocutors says that walking in the woods “[…] takes your stress away from
your working, it takes you off your work completely.” For many of my interlocutors, there seemed
to be a profound sense of mental relaxation connected to the activity. Although mushrooming can
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be quite physically strenuous, most of my research participants described it as a great way to take
a retreat from the stress of work or studies, or merely from being around other people. Many of
my interlocutors worked in teaching, healthcare, or with children or elderly people, and especially
people in these kinds of social professions talked about the forest being a place to unwind and
recharge. For example, my interlocutor Pirkko, a healthcare worker in her mid-fifties, said that the
forest is the only place where she refuses to even look at a clock, and that she enjoys the freedom
of walking until she “feels the time in her legs” and knows it is time to head back. Similarly, my
other interlocutor Sara, a thirty-year-old elderly care worker, mentioned multiple times how happy
she feels in the forest, and lamented that she often feels burdened and strained by her work.
Working in a social field does not necessarily mean that one wants to go mushrooming alone in
order to unwind. For example, Sara and Pirkko told me they always go mushrooming with one or
more companions. Sara told me that while she possesses enough mushroom knowledge to go
alone, she is prone to accidents, so she feels more comfortable having company in the forest.
Because of this, she also always dresses in bright clothes and carries a compass on her
mushrooming trips. Both Sara and her friend Vilma agreed that the social aspect of mushrooming
is very important, but that merely being outside in the forest—smelling, hearing and feeling it—is
wonderful. Sara said that because she is also prone to seasonal affective disorder, the darkness of
the autumn and the mere expectation of winter are stressful for her. Sara told me that she tends to
think that she does not achieve much in her spare time, and admits that because of the ‘pull of the
sofa,’ she sometimes finds it hard to find the motivation to be active outside of work. She says that
she needs a good reason to go into the woods, and although she enjoys being in the forest
immensely, she does not think she would be motivated enough to merely go for a hike without the
promise of mushrooms. Having gotten into mushrooming as an adult has given her the perfect
reason and much needed motivation to go out, and mushrooming provides a great sense of
accomplishment. Likewise, Merja, a fifty-year-old childcare worker, also mentioned that she needs
a strong motivator to even get up from the sofa on weekends, as a mere walk in the woods would
most likely not be enough to pull her in regularly. Merja usually picks mushrooms alone, and told
me that her job is so social that she appreciates the solitude of her time in the forest immensely.
She thinks that in company she would have to keep explaining her decisions about her route or
about which mushrooms to pick, whereas alone she gets to focus all her attention on mushrooms
and other beings of the forest.
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Although there are many kinds of strong emotions often connected to the hobby, it is important to
note that mushrooming is most often fun for those who participate in it. A couple of my
interlocutors described it as treasure hunting, for example Sara told me that she has liked treasure
hunting since she was small, and she still gets joy from searching, finding, and learning new things.
She says that she loves cooking and eating mushroom dishes, but the thrill of the chase is also very
important for her. She feels that it is a shame that she only discovered the world of mushrooms as
an adult and missed many years she could have been enjoying it. Sara says that since she got
involved in mushrooming, she has gathered far more theoretical knowledge from books and the
internet than what she has actually been able to put to use in practice. Her strong interest in
mycology is apparent in the forest, as she stops to inspect most mushrooms she comes across,
eager to put her extensive theoretical knowledge to use. She mentioned that there is always
something new to learn when it comes to mushrooming, and part of the fun is that one can never
become ‘totally pro.’ The treasure hunting metaphor was also brought up by my interlocutor Liisa,
an adult education teacher, who likened mushrooming to Easter egg hunting. She noted that this is
an apt comparison because she likes to eat neither chocolate eggs or mushrooms, but enjoys
searching for both. Interestingly, she was not the only one of my research participants who was
not a big fan of eating mushrooms, as also my interlocutor Paula noted that although she has been
picking mushrooms nearly all her life; she only started eating them a few years ago as she did not
enjoy the taste before. This is an interesting thing to note, as it illustrates how the activity of
mushrooming is sometimes completely separated from the culinary use of mushrooms, and for
many people it is not the promise of mushroom dishes that motivates one to go foraging in the
woods. Clearly there is something enjoyable about the activity itself that pulls people into the
forest.
As well as finding enjoyment in the thrilling search for “treasure,” many of my interlocutors
mentioned enjoying the fact that mushrooming trips are often whole-day events. For example,
Liisa, Maija and Ritva, a group of women in their late fifties with whom I went mushrooming, told
me that they always start their mushrooming trips with a picnic by the car before heading into the
woods, and this tradition is one of the highlights of any trip. During this little car boot potluck,
there was a great variety of homemade foods, such as Karelian pies, salad, quiche, sandwiches,
and coffee, and the women all agreed that they could never go mushrooming on an empty stomach.
Many more of my research participants stopped to have a picnic lunch in the woods, and others
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like Henna and Paula, two women in their forties, noted that they like to build up their appetite in
the woods and afterwards go back to Henna’s house to clean mushrooms, drink some wine and
cook a big batch of mushroom pasta together. Although my research focus is on the activity of
mushrooming before the mushrooms end up on a pan, the importance of cooking and eating
mushrooms cannot be completely ignored even in this context. Preparing and eating food are
important social activities, and it could be argued that the sociality of each step is heightened for
labor-intensive foods like mushrooms, which require picking, cleaning, prepping and sometimes
preserving before they are eaten. Most of my interlocutors cleaned mushrooms quite carefully
already in the woods to reduce the amount of unnecessary dirt in carried around in the basket, as
well as to minimize the workload left for home. However, Pirkko told me that the reason she was
relatively unthorough in cleaning mushrooms in the woods is that she enjoys sharing the clean-up
process with her husband at home afterwards. Whatever one’s preference for cleaning the
mushrooms is, it is apparent that the work is not over for the mushroomer once she returns home.
Most mushroomers routinely bring home more mushrooms than they can cook at one time, and as
they have a very limited shelf-life in the fridge, most of the haul needs to be prepared in some way
for storage. This can mean freezing or drying the mushrooms, or boiling and salting them, and all
these processes can take many hours after returning from the forest.
My interlocutors generally spoke very passionately about fungi, and many considered their
ecological importance beyond the visible, tangible mushroom. As my interlocutor Merja put it:
“[…] If only a person learns to understand how great the mushroom is as one of the most important parts of
the ecosystem chain. Surely the mushroom copes without the human, but the human does not cope without
the mushroom. Once you understand that system, you will automatically understand the importance of
securing biodiversity. When you eat mushrooms, you become a part of that whole and that sensible chain.”

Upon reading the opening quote from an article by Poe et al. (2014), I was struck by the similarity
between Merja’s thoughts and those of the quoted Seattleite forager:
“It’s an intimate connection. ... You can go out and you can appreciate [urban nature] and say ‘oh my, isn’t
it pretty,’ ... but when you interact on this level, when it becomes part of your pantry, when it’s part of what
you eat, now you have a relationship. You’re not an outsider observer. It’s not this ‘other’ thing. It’s part of
you and you are part of it.” (Poe et al. 2014:1)

Clearly, the act of consuming wild mushrooms, berries and plants is considered to have a
significant role in deepening the relationship between the human and the environment. Moreover,
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both quotes use the same phrase of being a part of the environment, not just interacting with it or
being close to it. Poe et al. (2014: 14) find that among their interlocutors, foraging involved
dimensions that went far beyond harvesting and consumption, as many of them considered it a
moral and political act connected to understandings of identity, relationality and belonging in
nature. Strong feelings of belonging interconnectedness arose in some of my interlocutors in the
forest as well. For example, my interlocutor Merja described her mushrooming hobby as a craze
or an insanity (hulluus), and an immensely important part of her identity. Standing atop a cliff in
the middle of the forest in Nuuksio National Park, my interlocutors Ritva, Maija and Liisa talked
about the beautiful lichen formations on the smooth granite and took pictures of the view. They all
took a moment to look around and to breathe in deeply as they stood quietly in place. Ritva had
her eyes closed and face turned up to soak in the last rays of the dim autumn sun, and she sighed:
“The soul truly rests in the forest.” Poe et al. (2014: 14) find that foraging can evoke a higher sense
of purpose and a profound sense of belonging in those who practice it, and this was expressed by
one of their Seattleite interlocutors as follows: “That’s probably mostly where I feel I belong: to
the earth and to the cosmos. That’s the only way in which I am spiritual. I just prefer to consider
it a state of belonging.” The spiritual element of belonging to nature was talked about multiple
times by Merja, who just like the previously quoted forager, mentioned that the forest is where she
finds spirituality. Merja has had a lifelong relationship with mushrooming. Having grown up in
Central Ostrobothnia, she moved to Helsinki approximately 20 years ago. She explained that she
has always chosen to live on the outer regions of the city, as she feels that the proximity of the
forest is essential to her happiness: “Without this [gestures towards the forest], I would not feel
like myself.” She noted that due to her hyperosmia, she prefers the outdoors, and mentioned being
able to smell even the mycelium of keltavahvero (Cantharellus cibarius), and described the scent
left behind by a passing deer. After we got back to her apartment, she told me:
“As I mentioned multiple times in the forest, one gets almost like a religious feeling there. […] The
heightened senses and the spiritual feelings together produce a kind of intersection where the mycelia, the
sporocarps and I are in connection again, like ‘Hey, we meet again, how nice to see you.’”
Elsa: “So, you think of the entire mycelium?”
Merja: “Yes, I consider the mycelium, of course. And many other perspectives too, for example the forest
type. So many mushrooms that one picks live symbiotically: the fungus needs the tree and the tree needs the
fungus. Then there are also for example wood-decay fungi, that I appreciate tremendously in a totally
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different way. […] People need bacteria, the environment needs fungi to even exist, it is all part of a great
totality. Having respect towards it makes me feel that I need to participate in the system.”

4.1 Ethnographic Examples
In mid-September in 2019, I met up with Anna and Matias, a couple in their mid-thirties, in southWestern Espoo. We walked to a forest area around a small lake, and the couple noted that even
though the paths around the area were quite popular among dogwalkers and joggers, there were
usually surprisingly few mushroomers around. Matias wondered whether the relative proximity of
the vast Nuuksio National Park and other large forests meant that most mushroomers headed there
instead of small forests near residential areas. The couple lived only approximately a 20-minute
walk away, and visited the area fairly often in search of mushrooms. The couple agreed that the
proximity of the mushroom forest was one of the perks of living in Espoo, as they did not own a
car and enjoyed being able to reach the forest on foot. Matias mainly stayed on the wide dirt path
gazing into what he called the “sweet spot” between the path and the forest, where he said that a
lot of mushrooms tend to grow. Anna made her way through the forest on either side of the path,
constantly scanning and gazing at an area roughly two meters in both directions around her feet.
Occasionally one walked over to the other to show them a particularly good find, such as a
perfectly insect-free bolete, or to wonder what an interesting-looking mushroom was. Matias had
the Finnish nature information website Luontoportti.fi open on his phone, and he occasionally took
a picture of an unknown mushroom and tried to look for a match on the site. He noted that he is
quite bad at identifying different kinds of russulas and milk caps, as these were never picked or
eaten by his parents either. Anna and Matias said that their favorites are different kinds of boletes,
and especially kangastatti (Suillus variegatus) grows in abundance in the area and is often
overlooked by those who only pick the revered herkkutatti (Boletus edulis).
A few weeks later, I met my interlocutors Sara and Vilma outside a train station in western Vantaa,
from where Sara drove us approximately twenty minutes to our destination. She parked the car on
the side of a dirt road near a sparsely populated residential area on the side of a forest. It had not
rained in a few days, and Sara noted that the ground should be fairly dry, which in turn meant that
the mushrooms were going to be easy to clean. Vilma told me that she had only started
mushrooming a few weeks earlier encouraged by Sara, who had completed a mushroom course a
few years earlier and had since gotten very much into the hobby. The women were my only two
interlocutors who had only taken up mushrooming in their adult life. Vilma did not have her own
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car and said that for a long time she was under the impression that one must travel to some large
remote forest to find good mushrooms. Sara mentioned that it can be hard to find places in the
capital city area that are not full of other visitors, but that having a diverse mushroom knowledge
means that one can always find something to pick. We walked into the forest, and it quickly
became clear that Sara’s passion for mycology went beyond the usual search for popular edible
species. Sara noted that the forest looked “waxcap-friendly,” and made an effort to identify most
of the mushrooms she came across. She carefully demonstrated the differences between look-alike
species like suppilovahvero and rustonupikka for Vilma. Later she picked some grey milk-caps
and sliced them to see if the trama, or the inner “flesh” of the mushroom, would change color after
a while, as this would help in determining the species. She told me that which mushrooms she
picks on a given day depends on how she is feeling that time, and if there is an abundance of a
certain mushroom, she might start only picking the best specimens. She said that she hates the kind
of mushrooming where one just looks for an abundant growth of suppilovahvero and sits in the
same spot picking for two hours. “The searching is the best part!” she exclaimed, and described
the perfect mushroom basket as being full of a wide variety of different mushrooms.
Later in October, I met up with Ritva, Maija and Liisa, with whom we drove from Helsinki to an
area near Nuuksio National Park in Espoo. The women said that they usually like to make
mushrooming an all-day activity, as they are not able to schedule these trips as often as they would
like and they always want to make the most of their time together in the woods. We pulled up to a
secret spot, which the women have been visiting for years, and Maija joked that I needed to swear
not to give away the location, as even finding a parking spot can be tough during peak
mushrooming season in this area. I promised to keep their secret, and after enjoying some picnic
food, we grabbed our baskets and made our way into the forest. There was a narrow winding path
that the women walked on for the first few meters, after which they broke away from each other,
taking deliberate steps in the soft mossy ground, and looking around their feet careful not to
trample the mushrooms they were looking for. The women meandered farther from the path in
loops, sometimes dozens of meters away from each other, sometimes meeting up to identify an
interesting looking mushroom, sometimes walking together for a while chatting, mostly about
mushrooms. The terrain slowly changed as we made our way deeper into the woods. The forest
floor became increasingly wet and mossy, the treetops covered most of the sky and the blueberry
shrubs and other undergrowth became denser. The thick, soft moss was difficult to walk in at times,
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and there were numerous pits, rocks, fallen trees, branches and other obstacles through which we
wandered through in our search. Carrying a heavy basket on one arm, Liisa walked slowly but
surely, head slightly tilted down, periodically crouching down to prod or pick an interesting
mushroom. Many mushrooms were perfectly camouflaged to this landscape, which meant that one
needed to continuously keep sweeping the moss with one’s gaze to find the small treasures.
Walking through a difficult terrain usually entails keeping an eye on one’s feet so as not to trip,
but although the women kept looking around to locate the mushrooms, they barely ever stumbled.
Liisa noted that it is easier to walk along the main path, but there are less mushrooms because more
people walk along them. She said that she can find the most mushrooms along narrow paths and
mossy areas outside the main path, which often merely acts as the main marker for the general
direction of where to go on mushrooming trips.
Seeing how the women moved in the forest and how they explained their decisions about direction
and movement to me made it clear that they were constantly reading their surroundings and
interpreting the landscape based on their prior knowledge about mushrooms and other lifeforms.
The sight of other humans’ mushrooming activities, e.g. maggot-eaten pieces cut off bolete stipes,
were to them a sign that one needed to walk down another path or go off it completely, as this path
had recently been walked by another mushroom hunter. A week earlier, my interlocutor Merja
mentioned that one’s color vision improves in the woods, and recognizing new species becomes
easy as one learns to differentiate different shades of colors. As an artist, she said that she thinks
of some mushrooms’ colorings as specific color shades of paints. She told me that her “mushroom
eye” (sienisilmä) is so advanced that she can tell from afar if a mushroom is even going to be worth
checking out, as she can tell which mushrooms are too old or are likely to be maggot-eaten on the
inside. I heard this same idea from multiple interlocutors, e.g. Anna lamented that she had “the
wrong color eyes on” meaning that her vision was attuned to the wrong color to look for in the
environment. Anna explained that you need to find one suppilovahvero (Craterellus tubaeformis)
and commit its specific color shade to memory, attune your eyes to it, and then scan the forest
floor for glimpses of that color. She noted: “I have my keltavahvero (Cantharellus cibarius) eyes
on now, so I think I am probably trampling a bunch of other good mushrooms.”
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4.2 Picking Etiquette
Most of my interlocutors talked about the right way to pick mushrooms and a definite “picking
etiquette” emerged from our conversations in the forest. Perhaps the main grievance among my
research participants was some pickers’ habit of picking every single mushroom from a spot, even
the tiniest ones. This especially seemed to apply to suppilovahvero (Craterellus tubaeformis),
which has a cap size ranging from a couple millimeters to approximately five centimeters across.
It is a very abundant late-autumn mushroom that grows in large patches consisting of dozens, or
even hundreds of individuals. For other mushrooms, such as different boletes, which commonly
grow alone or among a few other sporocarps or the same kind, there is not such a strict etiquette
in terms of what size they can be picked, as they are much more susceptible to being filled with
insects the bigger they grow. There were multiple examples of my research participants
disapproving others’ picking habits. My mushrooming trip with Sara and Vilma was so early on
in the autumn that suppilovahvero were only just beginning to appear in their tiniest form, and the
women discussed the ‘unwritten rule’ that the smallest ones should not be picked. Sara noted that
the tiny ones are not really even worth the effort it takes to pick and clean them. Later in the
autumn, on my mushrooming trip with Merja, we were walking toward a place where she knew
suppilovahvero would be growing, when an old lady appeared from the woods. Merja asked her if
she was coming from the “good suppilovahvero spot,” to which the old lady said yes, and added
disapprovingly that someone else had just been there too and had picked even the smallest ones,
leaving nothing but dug up moss behind.
There are certain unwritten rules when it comes to picking mushrooms, and these can vary
significantly based on geographic location, tradition, experience, picking purpose, or scientific
knowledge. There are possibly as many views on the right way to pick mushrooms as there are
mushroomers, but there are certain ideas and views commonly shared by people within certain
cultures and locales. Staddon (2009) notes that in the case of Bulgarian mushroomers, who mostly
pick for commercial purposes, there is a careful balance to be maintained between picking enough
for sale, and ensuring the survival of the larger fungal network. They also have an idea about what
is the correct way to pick mushrooms so that the mycelium is not harmed or overstrained.
Mushrooms are important for securing an income, which adds to the secrecy surrounding abundant
sites, and motivates the locals to be wary of “overpicking”. Staddon notes that the local residents
complain about outsiders who do not respect these unwritten rules or the fragile socio-natural
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balance, but strip the mushroom spots bare. (Staddon 2009: 170.) This complaint was also brought
up by my interlocutors Pirkko and Minna. As we were approaching a suppilovahvero spot, we
could hear voices coming from the woods, and soon we noticed two Thai women picking
mushrooms behind the trees. We waved a greeting to the ladies and Pirkko and Minna noted that
it was better to abandon this area and move further to another spot they knew. We discovered that
the next area was completely clear of any suppilovahvero as well, and the women noted that the
Thai pickers must have already been there, as not even the tiniest ones have been left. They
lamented that Thai pickers always picked every single suppilovahvero regardless of its size,
whereas most Finns “know to leave the small ones for next time.” One possible reason the women
give for this observation was that the Thai mushroom and berry pickers often pick for commercial
purposes, and therefore are more interested in quickly filling up their buckets than spending time
wondering around the forest. Although Pirkko was annoyed by this, she noted that growing up in
Lapland, she has experienced money not always being readily available, and recalls that berrypicking was a good way to make money for her family.
Through their research on urban foraging practices in Seattle, Poe et al. (2014: 14) examine what
they call ‘relational ecologies of belonging,’ or the ways relationships with urban nature are
formed, legitimated, and mobilized in both discourse and practice. The authors describe their
experience on a guided urban foraging tour, and note that their guide showed concern over the
foraging habits of Asian-Americans, who pick bracken fern in the forested city park. Although the
plant is abundant and can be harvested sustainably, the guide explained that he is concerned
because these foragers are “newcomers” and thus might be ignorant of the local species and how
to sustainably source them. (Poe et al. 2014: 1–2.) The authors find that the paradox of the foraging
guide expressing a distinctly anti-foraging stance towards the “wrong” group foraging in the area
taps into larger questions of belonging in urban nature. Poe et al. conclude that determining who
and what belongs in a specific place is not a reflection of essential nature, and goes beyond
conceptions of native plants or native humans. Rather, they find that belonging “arises from the
interplay of human and more-than-human agencies with sociocultural, political, and ecological
contingencies” (ibid: 14), and that while foraging helps people establish connections to place, it
also reinforces preexisting conceptions of difference, inclusion and exclusion between insiders and
outsiders, emphasizing the “right” and “wrong” ways of relating to nature.
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I have also noted that in internet forums for nature enthusiasts, the slogan “take nothing but
photographs, leave nothing but footprints” is so deeply etched into the minds of some people that
they are often quick to judge those who share pictures of large mushroom-hauls. Especially forum
members from the United States regularly bombard these posts with comments encouraging others
to leave nature untouched, but outright judgements of mushroom pickers being exploitative are
not unusual either. There are also those who assert that mushrooms should be picked by slicing
them by the stipe with a knife, leaving behind the part of the stipe that is attached to the soil. This
is believed to ensure that the fungi continue to grow in the spot, as if mushrooms sprung up from
the stipe like new sprouts from a tree stump. My purpose is not to evaluate the scientific validity
of differing mushrooming practices and beliefs, merely to demonstrate how these can vary
significantly between people and cultures with varying traditions and relationships with the natural
world.
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5. Analysis
“In nature we never see anything isolated, but everything in connection with something else which is before
it, beside it, under it and over it.” – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

In this thesis, I approach the forest as an environment wherein different beings interact in ways
that are specific to, and inalienable from, their material settings. What I mean is that I am not
endeavoring to describe human–mushroom relationships in any general sense, and I am not
suggesting that the kind of relationships I have observed in this thesis also apply to all humans and
all mushrooms in any setting. What I intend to show is how the generally assumed strict separation
between humans and other beings in Western societies is not an all-encompassing reality, but
rather there are clear indications that these relationships are in fact highly context-bound, dynamic,
and this can have profound implications on how we in the West view our relationship with nature
and imagine a more environmentally sustainable future. In this chapter I will be analyzing some
of the key themes of my field data with an emphasis on the ways in which relationships between
humans and mushrooms are reconfigured in the context of the mushroom forest. In the following
subchapter, I discuss notions of dwelling and place in relation to my ethnographic data. Through
this discussion, I endeavor to answer my first two research questions, specifically 1. what kinds of
social relations can be observed between humans and mushrooms?, and 2. what is the role of place
in the articulation of relationships between humans and nonhumans? In the second subchapter, I
examine these relationships to answer my third research question: can the mushroom be a person
in the cultural thought of Southern Finnish mushroomers? For this discussion, I turn to
anthropological debates on other-than-human agency and personhood, as well as interspecies
relationships. I examine how the category of personhood is imagined and applied in interactions
in the forest as well as in discussions about mushrooms.
5.1 Dwelling and Place
“Dwelling is about the rich intimate ongoing togetherness of beings and things which make up landscapes
and places, and which bind together nature and culture over time.” (Cloke & Jones 2001: 650)

In the last chapter, I described how humans who seek mushrooms move through the forest, seeing,
smelling, hearing, and feeling their way across the paths and mossy forest floor in search of
mushrooms. I described the connections between the various beings in this meshwork of life, and
how my human interlocutors make decisions about how and where to go based on a knowledge of
these connections. This knowledge has often been accumulated over years of interacting within
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these webs of relationships, and there is often a profound connection to identity, memory, emotion,
and belonging associated with mushrooming. As I have approached this study from the perspective
of dwelling, the materiality of the beings and their connections in the mushroom forest is a key
part of my research, as is the attentiveness to the agency of not just humans, but all living organisms
within these meshworks. As Ingold (2006: 14) puts it: “What we have been accustomed to calling
‘the environment’ might […] be better envisaged as a domain of entanglement.” The mushroom
forest is a landscape that is difficult to picture as a whole, as the inherent presence of tall trees
prevents one from gaining an all-encompassing vantage point from which the vast meshwork of
paths, plants, fungi, and animal life reveals itself. Thus, to experience—or to research—the forest
as a dwelled place, one needs to be in it, walk, see, smell, touch, hear and feel it from within. These
embodied sensory experiences are combined with conscious and unconscious imaginative
constructions, memories, emotions, and interpretations to create a multilayered and dynamic sense
of being in a place. (Cloke & Jones 2001: 663.)
I find that the dwelling perspective can effectively illuminate some of the processes involved in
mushrooming. The dwelling perspective incorporates both a spatial and a temporal dimension, and
it maintains that places are not static, but rather fluid, dynamic, and multidimensional. Yet they
are qualified by memory and familiarity, which have the power to bind them into time and space.
It is through repeated visits and encounters with places that memories and emotions towards them
are created. Affection and aversion towards places result from experiences and associations with
them over time. (Cloke & Jones 2001: 651–652.) Importantly, the social lives of fungi can exist
without human involvement, and although I have observed context wherein humans are an
important part of the sociality, I do not mean to suggest that it is human participation which makes
the fungi social beings. Fungi and plants have a social life that can be completely unmediated by
humans, but in many contexts humans directly stimulate and affect these relationships. (Tsing
2013b: 33.) Humans and other animals tread paths onto the forest floor, forestry machines tear vast
tracks through the forest, and fungi grow in vast symbiotic meshworks alongside trees and other
plant life, often appearing on the sides of deer paths and forestry machine tracks where they get
optimal sunlight. Human forestry practices, infrastructure, as well as effects on the climate and
soil composition have direct repercussions on the social lives of fungi, who alter their behaviors
according to these conditions. Mushrooming often involves significant familiarity and skillful
engagement with the place and surroundings, and ‘place’ itself is understood as something that
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emerges from the interplay of different actors. It is through the activities of different life forms
that the mushroom forest emerges as a distinct place and landscape. As we crossed over some
fresh machine tracks in the forest, my interlocutor Merja discussed this networking of different
agents in the creation of new places:
“Mushrooms often grow in forestry machine tracks and on paths. Some things need breakage to be seen. Next
year I will probably get some korvasieni (Gyromitra esculenta) from those tracks. […] Korvasieni has existed
there as a mycelium, but it just has not felt to need to come out as a sporocarp before. Everything in nature
happens because of a certain reason. [Mushrooms] do not really plan ahead that “Next year I will do this and
that,” like we humans do. However, every being has a reason for existing. And when you learn to read these
signs, you get to be a part of it.”

The dwelling perspective places primacy on place over space, and it moves from thinking about
space in the abstract, to thinking about places as meaningful, dwelled, and rearticulated spaces
(Jones 2009: 267). Rather than approaching place and landscape solely as spatial formations, the
dwelling perspective places attention on aspects of process and temporality when considering these
concepts. The temporal view of place is evident in how places such as “mushroom spots”
(sienipaikat), only emerge at a certain time as mushrooms appear in these places and are located,
remembered, and revisited by mushroomers. Being the underground mycelium’s reproductive
fruiting bodies, mushrooms usually reappear year after year in the same place, which allows for
their human pickers to create memories and knowledge about these places. Tsing describes this
process of creating a sense of place through repeated visits and encounters with mushrooms: “[…]
The best way to find mushrooms is always to return to the places you found them before. […] You
visit the spot enough, and you know its seasonal flowers and its animal disturbances; you have
made a familiar place in the landscape” (2012: 142).
In my research, I found ‘place’ to be a nearly ubiquitous concept that dominated both conversation
and practice. My research participants spent a lot of time speaking about place, especially specific
mushroom places or ‘spots,’ where certain species grow in abundance, and these spots are often
called apaja in Finnish. At point, seeing me stop to pick mushrooms at an abundant spot without
alerting the others, my interlocutor Pirkko only half-jokingly reprimanded me for hogging a good
spot, noting that the rule is that “apaja always needs to be shared.” The mushroomer’s knowledge
of these abundant mushroom spots depends on experience and knowledge accumulated over the
years, but fungi can also be quite unpredictable and appear in unexpected places, or fail to appear
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where they usually do. One key aspect of these places is that they are often referred to as “my
mushroom spot,” and such places are often revisited for years or even decades and can be tightly
guarded secrets for many. For instance, when I was arranging a mushrooming trip over the phone
with Pirkko, she made very sure that I was not going to reveal in the thesis the location of the
mushroom spot to which she was planning to take me. This concern was expressed more or less
seriously by multiple interlocutors, one of whom even joked about having to blindfold me for the
car ride so that I would not even know the location of her mushroom spot. Places are highly
personal, and one mushroomer’s idea of a meaningful place can be based on experiences from
years ago. Many of my interlocutors expressed the view that although mushrooms are found pretty
much everywhere, most of the “good species,” or the ones most often picked by recreational
mushroomers, such as different Cantharellaceae, have very specific habitats. Knowledge about
the abundant spots where such species grow is often only shared with close mushrooming
companions, and these mushroom spots are commonly family secrets or even personal secrets. My
own family used to have a joke about my aunt’s secret mushroom spot being the town market, as
she always seemed to return from the forest with baskets full of mushrooms, even when everyone
else was unable to find anything.
For Ingold, it is necessary to engage with the temporal dimension to understand landscapes as
fundamentally emergent in practice, created by an interplay of human and other-than-human
activity. (Ingold 1993; Jones 2009: 268–269.) Ingold (1993: 164) illustrates his argument by
examining a painting called The Harvesters by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. In the foreground of the
painting is a pear tree, in the shade of which some peasants are resting, while others are working
in the grain fields around them. The background landscape is dotted with distant buildings, trees,
hills, and fields. Ingold pays attention to how the landscape emerges from the activity of humans
and other lifeforms, and how specific places are created in this relational process. He notes how
the paths in the fields are created by the repeated treading of the peasants, and how the hilly terrain
in turn shapes the bodily postures of the walkers. The place of central action, the shade of the pear
tree, is created by the relationship between the sun, the tree, and the earth. Ingold notes that dwelled
life is apparent in the temporal layers of the painting, and the past and the present blur together in
the landscape we see now through materiality, memory, and embodied practice. Ingold calls this
processual, emergent creation of landscape a ‘taskscape,’ emphasizing that all landscapes, be it
cities, wildernesses or countrysides are taskscapes where the activities of different life-forms mesh
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together in dwelled spatiotemporal patterns. (Ingold 1993: 164–171; Jones 2009: 269–270.)
Ingold, as well as Heidegger before him, illustrates his conceptualization of dwelling in the form
of a landscape painting, which creates a potentially problematic static view of a landscape from a
set vantage point (Cloke & Jones 2001: 663). However, as dwelling is a perspective which
emphasizes being in and moving through the landscape, this view from the sidelines is perhaps not
the most fitting way to illustrate it. Although the landscape painting examples nicely illustrate the
relations between paths, fields, plants, humans and animals, there is a certain level of detachment
in this view of a landscape. The path as seen from a fixed vantage point is merely the marker of
dwelling, the visible result of all the past journeys made along it, whereas the essence of dwelling
is the actual movement along the path (ibid: 664). The dwelled landscape is not necessarily always
something one can visualize in this way, but rather it is something that one is surrounded by, or
enmeshed in, and in which one may be attuned only to minute details rather than fully visualize it
as a whole. (Ibid: 663.)
Cloke and Jones (2001) use the dwelling concept to examine human-tree relations in an English
orchard. Their use of the concept arises from a critique of ANT, which they argue at the same time
positively highlights the role and agency of other-than-humans and negatively blurs their precise
contribution to relational agency. As argued by the authors (2001: 649–650), it is necessary to
appreciate the creative, unique capacities that differing other-than-human agents possess. They
aim to do this by analyzing orchards as distinct places, emerging from the complex roles which
trees play within places and networks: “Orchards self-evidently are landscape places which
illustrate the material, active, presence of trees, which are networked into complex social and
material relations, and therefore coconstitute the place where they stand and are rooted” (Cloke &
Jones 2001: 649). They note that fundamentally, “it is the ongoing presence of these [fruit] trees
that makes the orchard an orchard,” which might be an obvious point to make, but an important
one in that it takes into account the individual position and agency of different beings in the
meshwork. Thus, it might be an obvious but an important starting point to note that it is the
presence of mushrooms that makes a mushroom spot a mushroom spot. The unique ability to form
spore-spreading fruiting bodies is the defining aspect of the mycelium’s creative agency in this
context, just like it is the tree’s defining ability to produce fruit in the orchard (Cloke & Jones
2001: 655). The authors (2001: 655) also note that the innate characteristics of the trees, such as
branch growth, susceptibility to fungal or insect threats, reactions to fertilizers, weather, etc., all
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have shaped the different tree management techniques over time. Thus, human–tree interaction in
the orchard is a relational achievement, as the trees have shaped the methods and equipment
humans now use to shape the trees. Similarly, it is the innate characteristics of mushrooms that
guide
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picking
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varieties

with
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scents,

such
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männyntuoksuvalmuska (Tricholoma matsutake) necessitate a keen sense of smell from their
searchers, and subterranean species such as truffles require humans to rely on the olfactory
capabilities of dogs or pigs. The size and color of mushrooms affect things like walking speed and
posture, and knowledge about mushroom habitats and mycorrhizal associations etc. guides one’s
movement in the forest. Cloke and Jones (2001: 656) note that although there is a great deal of
scientific knowledge ingrained in the tree pruning and tending practices, their interlocutors
working in the orchard assured them that every tree needs to be treated as an individual, as they
all grow in unique patterns and have varying needs and tendencies. Similarly, mushrooming
practices are a unique composition of theoretical or scientific knowledge, practical skills and
knowledge based on experience, and artful adaptation into the particularities of the individual
forest and mushrooms.
In her research on how reindeer and Sámi reindeer herders participate in the creation of dwelled
places, Helander-Renvall (2010: 46) notes that herders’ spatial organization and activities are
dependent on how reindeer dwell and behave across lands. The herders’ ecological knowledge is
based on their relationship with reindeer to a great extent, they can for example easily identify
plants and lichen that reindeer eat. Similarly, my human interlocutors’ movement in the mushroom
forest is guided by their understanding of how mushrooms dwell and behave, with which trees
they form symbiotic relationships, and what kinds mosses, tree stumps or paths they like to grow
on. Successful mushrooming involves a level of local knowledge about the types of natural
environments in which mushrooms grow, and this knowledge is usually something that is acquired
through experience. “Reading the landscape” is an important part of identifying potential
mushrooming locations and making decisions about where to go in the woods. Most of my
experienced mushroomer interlocutors described this decision-making as almost automatic, and
the general reply to my question about why they chose one path over the other, stepped away from
the path or went to check a spot behind a tree or over a creek was “It just looked like a good spot.”
Upon further thought, my interlocutors did usually explain the reasoning behind why a spot looked
promising, but also noted that these decisions are made in an instant, not after conscious
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deliberation about tree and plant species, soil types or amount of light reaching the forest floor.
After my interlocutor Merja and I returned to her apartment to clean our mushroom haul, I asked
her opinion on what sparks the decision for her to walk off the beaten path or to go check out a
specific spot for mushrooms. She took a while to consider, and replied:
“I think it is because some interest awakens in you. Once you learn to think about thinking and get interested
in getting interested, you learn to stay open to changes and to recognize anomalies in the landscape. For
example, when we found those känsätuhkelot (Lycoperdon perlatum) in the wet ground nestled under the
rotten leaf-covered shrubbery; how perfectly favorable those conditions were for them! It was profitable for
them to grow there. Learning to recognize and understand such divergent conditions in the landscape helps
you find mushrooms. For example, suppilovahverot (Craterellus tubaeformis) almost always grow in a slight
incline, kangasrouskut (Lactarius rufus) almost always in somewhat open landscapes, not completely
covered by brush. It is just their style to do so.”

In addition to finding the right kinds of places for picking mushrooms, mushroom identification is
one of the key skills for any mushroomer. Among my research participants, identification was
generally made by a visual inspection of morphological traits, such as size, shape, and color, but
smelling the mushrooms was not uncommon either, as certain species are distinguishable
especially by their scent. In addition to these traits, many of my interlocutors paid attention to the
trees by which the mushrooms were growing in the identification process. For some species, the
proximity of certain tree species can aid in making a correct identification, but often this was a
secondary observation and not what people would primarily focus on.
5.1.1 Wayfinding
Mushroom foraging is usually done by following existing trails in the woods, paths created by
forestry machines, humans, or animals. Tsing (2012: 151) notes that “the mushrooms we eat
congregate at edges,” meaning that the edge between the forest and the forest path is usually the
optimal place for mushrooms to grow. In the countryside, small clearings made by forestry
machines by dirt roads are used by mushroomers as parking spots, and the machine tracks that
venture into the woods provide a useful map back to the main road. Mushroomers often follow the
tracks into the woods, constantly gazing at their feet so as not to miss a single mushroom, where
they then venture off the tracks and begin the hunt in earnest. Mushroomers are constantly scanning
the moss and shrubbery under their boots, analyzing the landscape in search of promising
mushroom spots. They divert their trail to follow this ‘mental map’ based on their prior experiences
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and on their knowledge of the kinds of places where different mushrooms usually grow. This is
what Tsing (2013) has called “dancing,” making loops, eloquently making one’s way through the
forest in search of mushrooms. Tsing argues that much of the knowledge mushroomers hold about
the forest is “kinetic knowledge—knowledge of how to move through the forest, navigating its
sights, sounds and smells.” Tsing’s approach treats mushroom foraging as an art, an
improvisational dance danced to the music of the forest, where the forager is skillfully employing
their body in their quest. (Tsing 2013: 6.) Many people pick mushrooms in the same forests for
years—perhaps all their lives—often around their summer cabins, in national parks, or near their
homes. Moving in the same place over the years creates an intimate historical knowledge of the
forest, and upon her return, the mushroomer knows where to look, where to step, where to expect
to find different mushroom species. Specific trees, stones and paths become landmarks that
represent the plentiful mushroom sites of the past years. (Sievänen & Neuvonen 2011: 68, 121).
The environment guides people’s bodily practices, and affects how people attune and orient
themselves to their environments (Ingold 2000; Poe et al. 2014: 10). Thus, memory and movement
become intertwined, or as Tsing (2013) puts it: “the dance is memory” (p. 10, emphasis in original).
Thus, in my fieldwork, I focused on my interlocutors’ movement in the forest, their decisions and
preferences about where to go and what to pick, and what kinds of interaction they have with their
environment.
Although most of my interlocutors talked about the necessity and inconvenience of driving or
taking a bus to large forests to pick mushrooms in the Greater Helsinki area, I also met with some
individuals who openly spoke against the idea that mushrooms can only be found in pristine nature
reserves. For example, Merja’s mushrooming lands quite literally began right outside her
apartment building door in Eastern Helsinki. She told me that “the mushroom is not fancy; it does
not care where is grows. It does not care if it is in a national park or behind a gas station.” She
recalled how her friend’s mother was saddened by the development of the neighborhood in 1974,
because the houses were built right on top of her favorite mushroom forest. Merja says that
mushrooming in the area near your home is good, as it is easy to return to bountiful spots. She
found that having a good memory and giving names to different spots helps her to return to familiar
locations and places where she has left small mushrooms to grow until she returns. We saw a pile
of old tarp and other trash in the woods, and Merja joked sadly that this trash would act as sure
place markings for centuries if not removed. Poe et al. (2014: 10) note that foraging plays an
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important role in placemaking, and it also shapes concepts of nature and creates distinct spatial
knowledges. One of the authors’ interlocutors says that foraging helped them to get to know their
new hometown of Seattle better, and thus identify with the city more profoundly. The interlocutor
goes on to describe their use of the mental map: “In my mind, the mental picture of Seattle is
mapped out by places where I gather food.” Likewise, my interlocutor Merja notes that she gives
value to a landscape completely based on whether it has mushrooms or not.
The concept of a ‘mental map’ was something that many of my interlocutors talked about when I
would ask about the general route they were following in the forest. Mental maps are what
researchers have generally called ‘survey knowledge,’ as opposed to ‘route knowledge,’ which is
a wayfinding technique based on continually identifying sensory cues while moving through the
environment, e.g. knowing to turn left after a seeing an old oak tree or following sound of the river
until reaching a destination. Istomin and Dwyer (2009: 35), based on an extensive review of
psychological and geographic literature, find that that humans can have both route knowledge and
survey knowledge of large-scale environments. Route knowledge was for a long time believed to
precede layout knowledge both in ontogenesis (during the course of human development) and in
microgenesis (during the course of getting to know a particular environment), but extensive
empirical studies have shown that this is not necessarily the case. Rather, both forms of knowledge
can be acquired independently of one another at the very beginning of the learning process.
(Istomin & Dwyer 2009: 36.) Furthermore, these data suggest that mental maps are not a tool
solely used by those unfamiliar with the environment, nor are they something that is discarded
once sufficient route knowledge is acquired. A new question then emerges about how much one
relies on the two kinds of knowledge in spatial orientation. Istomin and Dwyer find that people
have a limited capacity for storing route knowledge, which is usually limited to the most familiar
and frequently travelled routes. Thus, they argue that it is likely the function of layout knowledge
to make sense of the growing catalogue of memorized routes and to escape the need to create any
more. (Istomin & Dwyer 2009: 36.)
Both route and survey knowledge are needed by mushroomers as they navigate the forest. For
many of my mushrooming interlocutors, there was a general idea of the layout of the forest in their
minds, which served as the general guide for the route. I found that the mental maps were often
constellations of mushroom spots and large landmarks such as lakes, roads, or hills. The smaller
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paths, trees, and rocks served as visual cues for finding one’s way from one known “spot” on the
mental map to the next, and the same map could have different routes based on the mushroom
species being searched. For some of my interlocutors, their route in the forest was fairly clear due
to a close knowledge of the environment. Pirkko, who had been mushrooming in the same woods
for over ten years said that she is so familiar with the forest that she “just knows” where everything
is, and she basically follows a mental map from one good spot to the next. However, I found that
the ability to read the landscape was not necessarily tied to a close knowledge about a specific
forest, but that it can be easily applied to any similar forest. Kristiina noted that “I could probably
manage to mushroom quite well in any forest in Finland, except maybe not in Lapland, just because
I have never been there. But I could probably do it better there than in, like, France.” Kristiina
explained that she knows the types of environments where particular species grow in Finnish
forests, so while being dropped into a totally new forest would be disorientating and there would
not be any familiar mushrooms spots, she could easily read the landscape well enough to fill up
her basket.
Merja also described having a mental map of her local forest, and her mental map consisted of
places associated with a diverse range of experiences, not just mushroom spots. She told me that
she often gives names to places according to things she associates with them: for example, she
pointed out “the Birch Tree of Gratitude” (Kiitollisuuden Koivu) and “the Slope of the Annoying
Dog” (Ärsyttävän Koiran Mäki), where she once met a yapping dog. A week after our
mushrooming trip, Merja sent me a photograph of a beer can on a mossy spot on the forest floor
with the message “at Elsa’s Place” (Elsan Paikassa), as she now identifies that place with the beer
break we took sitting in that spot. Later in the autumn as I was mushrooming with Pirkko, she
mentioned that the next spot we would be heading to was the “Craterellus tubaeformis River”
(Suppilovahverojoki), and when we reached it, the reason behind the name became apparent. On a
slope in the forest, a long and narrow area growing full of Craterellus tubaeformis opened in front
of us, looking like a river of mushrooms cutting through the green moss (see figures 3 and 4). Such
descriptive naming of places is described in depth by Keith Basso in Wisdom Sits in Places (1996).
Based on extensive fieldwork among the Western Apache, Basso explores the sacred connection
between words and place. He explores the way in which the Apache name places based on their
perceptions and experiences, e.g. Gad ‘O’ááhá (Juniper Tree Stands Alone) or Nadah Nch’íí’
Golgaiyé (Bitter Agave Plain). Remembering and using these names is a way to respect the
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ancestors who gave these names to the places, and to solidify their own historical connection to
the land. Furthermore, this allows the Apache to track changes in the environment by comparing
the places’ ancestral names to how the place now appears. (Basso 1996: 11–17.) Giving new names
to places also allows the Apache to commemorate their own experiences in these places, and to
maintain the liveliness of the sacred naming practice. Basso writes that “With words, a massive
physical presence is fashioned into a meaningful human universe” (1996: 40) and there is clearly
a significant connection between how places are named and how the Apache understand their
position within the environment.
5.1.2 Emotions
Cloke and Jones (2001: 653) note that work in environmentalism is actively tied to the concept of
place, as it puts value on local distinctiveness and emotional connections to locations, thus
prompting a sense of loss when this is threatened. In her book Loving Nature (2002), Kay Milton
argues that experiences and emotions play an essential role in how people come to understand the
world. She asserts that direct experiences and emotional connections with the environment are key
in understanding why some individuals in Western societies grow up to be nature lovers, while
others remain indifferent or even hostile towards nature. Tsing (2010: 201) argues that one should
pay attention to the public imagination to appreciate new ways of relating to nature, and that a
passionate immersion in the lives of nonhuman subjects should not be in conflict with a scientific
approach. According to Milton, we create emotional attachments as we interact with nature, and
our emotions motivate our actions towards it. Milton’s overarching goal is to break the myth of
the conventional opposition between emotion and rationality in Western culture. Following
Milton, I find it necessary to examine how emotion is intertwined with my interlocutors’
understandings of nature, and how emotional attachments to different aspects of mushrooming
influence their actions.
One of the most striking examples regarding place and emotion I encountered during my fieldwork
was a personal experience I had in the forests surrounding my family’s summer cottage in Central
Finland. Having driven up for the weekend with my father, we set out to one of our familiar forest
areas equipped with baskets. As we pulled up on the side of the road, we looked to where old
forestry machine tracks used to lead one through the tall fir trees to the bountiful mushroom forest.
It took me a while to compute that this was indeed the right spot on the right road, as I did not
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recognize anything on the left side of the gravel road. In an abrupt and dramatic split from the
surrounding forest, a vast clearcutting area spread in front of our eyes, right where “our mushroom
forest” used to be. Slightly dumbfounded, we walked through the leftover branches, torn tree
stumps, and brambles, silently taking in the loss of a place where I had picked mushrooms all my
life, and where my father had been picking mushrooms before I was even born (see figure 10). The
location was the same, but the place was gone. Everything that constituted the place had gone and
a new place was created, one where new plants, animals, fungi could triumph, and where the
presence of human industry and economy was radically visible. I find that this example poignantly
concretizes the way in which ‘place’ is not a static concept pointing to a fixed spot on a map or
coordinates on Earth. Pouliot (2016: 316) notes that a forest is more than its trees and fungi and
other components. As argued previously, places are dynamic, continually evolving, and
participatory, and they are imbued with meaning through experiences, memories, and emotions.
My mushrooming trip with friends Sara and Vilma provided an example of how early experiences
with nature can create negative emotions like mistrust or fear towards specific lifeforms, like
mushrooms. Vilma, who had only gotten into mushrooming a few weeks earlier, told me that she
has been tempted to try mushroom picking for a long time, but when she was a child, her 5-yearold neighbor accidentally ate a piece of a poisonous mushroom and had to go to the hospital to
treat the ensuing stomachache. She remembers how her mother questioned her intensely about
what the mushroom looked like, and this experience left Vilma with an insecurity about
mushrooms and a doubtful attitude towards them. In addition to the mushrooms themselves, the
places where people go picking mushrooms are often strongly tied to memories and emotion. This
strong connection to place and landscape was often evident in the way certain places would arouse
memories from my interlocutors as we got to them. These memories ranged from ones connected
to past years’ hauls to run-ins with animals or other mushroom pickers. Pirkko, one of my
interlocutors, told me about a time when she met an old man in another forest who had returned to
that specific place to pick mushrooms, although he had already moved away from the area. Leaning
on a cane, the frail old man had told her that this was most likely going to be the last mushroom
season of his life. “This is so important to so many people,” Pirkko explained, drying her eyes.
Pirkko’s story reveals how the strong connection to one’s “own” mushroom forest can be, and she
notes how important it was for the man to come to that specific place, regardless of having trouble
walking and having already moved further away. Additionally, Pirkko and Minna told me that the
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forest where we were mushrooming was actually one that they had “inherited” from colleague who
acquainted them with it, and who has since passed on. This was another reason for them wanting
to keep the location of the forest a secret, as it signified a connection to their late friend and had a
lot of meaning and emotion attached to it.
Poe et al. (2014: 11) find that foraging landscapes are developed through interacting and building
memories with specific species in particular locations. They note that for many of their
interlocutors in Seattle, the cognitive maps of foraging apply also to places where the previously
known fruiting plants, fungi or the like no longer appear, after being cut down or lost to
development. They point out that Plum Tree Park in Seattle no longer has plum trees in it, as they
were cut down to deter loitering, and this has left “memory landscapes of loss” in the minds of
Seattle’s foragers. Similarly, I found that for many of my interlocutors, even a one-time experience
of finding a particular mushroom, especially if said mushroom is rare or distinct in some other
way, can make one identify that spot with said mushroom for years to come, even if the mushroom
never appears there again. My interlocutors Paula and Henna said that we needed to make a detour
from the path to check out a sandy ditch where they had found a couple of large ukonsieni
(Macrolepiota procera) about five years earlier. The women laughed about their obsession for
always checking the spot, as they had never found the mushroom there again, and Henna
commented that “I swear that the first time we do not go over to check it, there is going to be like
seven huge ukonsieni waiting for us there like: ‘Alright, here we are now, where are Henna and
Paula?’” In addition to being a good example of the mushroomers’ tendency to remember and
revisit good mushroom spots, Henna’s comical remark about the mushrooms in turn waiting for
the women and wondering where they are is a great example of the perceived interactivity and
similarity between human and mushroom. Turning tables on mushroom and mushroomer, Henna
imagines the mushroom being aware of the women’s repeated visits to the spot, and paints a picture
of them impatiently waiting for Henna and Paula to come around to pick them. In the next chapter
I will delve more in depth into these kinds of examples and examine whether the mushroom can
be considered a person in the context of the mushroom forest.
5.2 Mushrooms as Persons
In this subchapter I will present and evaluate the argument that mushrooms could be regarded as
persons based on the kind of sociality existing between humans and mushrooms in the social milieu
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of the forest. So far in this thesis I have presented evidence to suggest that humans and mushrooms
interact in profoundly meaningful ways. These interactions can be physical, verbal, mental, and
emotional, and they can be shared or personal, decades-long or fleeting, general or locationspecific. The complexity of these relationships and their often-profound impact on a person’s
identity and worldview lead me to consider the appropriateness of considering the mushroom as a
mere “natural object” somehow outside of and separate from human society. In the first subchapter,
I consider interspecies relationships, based on Haraway’s (2008) theory of companionship species,
as well as Tamen’s (2001) conceptualization of ‘societies of friends’. The authors argue that
humans are fundamentally inseparable from other lifeforms with which their lives unfold, as well
as that these relationships are always mutually constructive. In the following two subchapters, I
present my own ethnographic observations, first about how my interlocutors perceived mushrooms
to exhibit human-like behaviors and attributes, and second about how my interlocutors spoke to
and interacted with mushrooms in the forest. Finally, I bring these considerations together and
discuss my ethnographic material in light of different kinds of conceptualizations of other-thanhuman personhood, considering whether mushroom personhood should be considered on the level
of the individual sporocarp, the entire fungus, or on the level of a particular species.
Western imaginative resources are often considered to be inadequate in treating other-than-human
species as equal or more than humans. Western personhood has often been characterized as
individual, bounded, egocentric and autonomous, whereas non-Western persons have often been
described as interdependent, sociocentric and relational (Spiro 1993: 115–116). Hall (2011: 99)
finds that within discussions of environmental ethics, indigenous worldviews have often been
presented as counterexamples for the Western hyperseparation from nature. Spiro criticizes this
dichotomy, noting that the differentiation is wildly overdrawn and overly restrictive (1993: 116–
117). Carrithers et al. (2011) find that North Atlantic societies have reserved personhood to apply
to humans only, and anthropologists have traditionally looked to non-Western societies for
examples of more inclusive views on personhood. Lestel (2002: 50) notes that the question is not
whether or not there are cultures in which animals and other nonhumans are regarded as subjects,
but whether defending such a position makes sense in Western cultural contexts. Ethnographers
over the last decades have moved beyond merely cataloguing the diversity of other-than-human
personhood, but have used these examples to critique Western societies’ assumptions about and
treatment towards other living beings. While I agree that the current ecological plight can in part
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be traced to the exploitative neoliberal logic prevalent in industrial Western nations, I follow
Milton’s (2002) argument that this idea of a strict separation between humans and other beings is
in fact a strategic part of this neoliberal logic, not an ethnographically observable way of living in
Western societies. Milton finds that this myth is reproduced and strategically employed to support
a market economy which systematically exploits nature, and to exclude any kinds of dissenting,
environmentally conscious, emotion-based arguments from public decision making (2002: 1–4.)
Thus, I position my argument against the conventional assumption of a hyperseparation between
culture and nature, humans and other beings in Western societies. I argue that the tendency to take
such assumptions for granted may lead to a failure to notice and appreciate evidence that says
otherwise, further reinforcing the presumption. In this thesis, I follow conceptualizations of
personhood that focus on interaction and relationships (e.g. Ingold 1999; 2006). This relational
view sees personhood not as something rooted in nature, but rather emphasizes the social and
interpretative action of person-making, through which various animate or inanimate beings are
imbued with personhood. In other words, there exist no a priori persons, and neither humans nor
any other beings automatically qualify as persons. According to Helander-Renvall (2010), the
relationship between humans and other-than-humans is highly context-bound, and I argue that the
social context of the forest plays a great role in how humans interact with mushrooms. As my
discussion about potential mushroom personhood is contingent on this sociality, I thus only argue
that mushrooms appear as persons within the context of the forest. This suggests that personhood
is not a static, inherent attribute of all those things and beings that are at some point considered
persons, but that it could be better conceptualized as a state of being through which one may pass
during one’s existence.
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5.2.1 Other-than-human Sociality and Personhood
Haraway (2008: 11) argues that human exceptionalism is evident in scholarship that tends to
portray humans as the only beings unaffected by the web of interspecies dependency that binds
other lifeforms. Human relations with various other lifeforms are often depicted through a
narrative of one-sided triumph, control, and domestication, which is a view that disregards the
complex interdependence between different beings (Tsing 2012). As argued by Bingham (2006),
there are compelling reasons to conceive social life as more than relations between people. He
finds that there is an increasing understanding for the heterogeneity of the social, and that there
are real and meaningful relationships between people and nonhuman beings and things (ibid: 487).
Bingham studies human–insect relationships among beekeepers, organic farmers, and amateur
entomologists, and applies Tamen’s (2001) concept of personhood-as-interpretation to describe
these people as “friends of interpretable objects.” Tamen (2001: 1–3) finds that people around the
world people attribute intentions, dispositions, and languages to different things and beings, and
these activities can often seem strange or eccentric to outsiders, for example those people who
spend their days studying anthills might find those who talk to trees strange, and vice versa. He
calls these kinds of groups “societies of friends,” which emphasizes the depth of the social
relationship between humans and other beings. Haraway (2003) has done corresponding work in
reconfiguring conceptions of relating to, as she calls it, “significant otherness.” Through an indepth tracing of the shared histories between humans and dogs, Haraway suggests the term
“companion species” for understanding the meaningful, mutually constructed lives shared by
humans and canines, as well as a multitude of other beings. Although Tamen chooses to use the
term friendship and Haraway companionship, both authors subvert common conceptions of
human–other-than-human interaction by calling for a symmetrical view on these relationships.
Tsing (2012) employs Haraway’s concept of companion species to consider the complex
relationships between humans and fungi. She finds that the traditional narrative of human history
centers around ideas of domestication and other forms of human mastery over other species, and
laments that “species interdependence is a well-known fact—except when it comes to humans.”
For Tsing, cereals for example domesticated humans just as much as humans domesticated cereals,
and it is important to consider the agency of all beings when exploring multispecies life. She
examines the mesh of symbiotic and parasitic relationships between trees, plants, fungi, humans
and animals, and discusses how fungi and human lives have been inextricably intertwined even as
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the vast majority of fungi have evaded human domestication efforts and remained an unruly
companion species. (Tsing 2012: 144–145.) She calls for an appreciation of those parts of the
ecosystem that are beyond human control, but that can nevertheless expose the depth of human
influence on the environment (ibid: 152). In this thesis, I follow Tsing’s (2013b: 27) argument that
“the concept of sociality does not distinguish between human and not human,” and approach the
mushroom forest as a social milieu from the outset. Tsing (2013b: 34) calls for an understanding
of other-than-human sociality that appreciates these beings not just as proxies for human social
worlds. She finds that humans are just one of many historical agents, and to gain a complete
understanding of the totality of entangled lives, we must study all the varied trajectories that have
made an impact on the landscape. (Ibid: 34.)
As mentioned, Haraway’s work on the idea of companion species focuses on human–canine
relationships, and it is clear that “man’s best friend” is often the focus of discussion on other-thanhuman personhood in Western societies. Dogs and other common household pets are perhaps the
most obvious example of how the boundaries of personhood are blurred in the everyday lives of
various Western people. According to Shir-Vertesh (2012), household pets can be described as
“flexible persons,” as they are commonly loved and cared for as family members. However, their
personhood is flexible and limited in that unlike humans, they can lose their standing in the home
quite quickly if, for example, the family dynamic or economic situation changes. In her fieldwork
on human–animal relationships in Israel, Shir-Vertesh found that multiple families who had
initially considered their pet a person chose to give it away once they started expecting a baby. She
introduces the term “flexible personhood” to describe this cultural reasoning in the treatment of
pets that influences people to adapt and react opportunistically to changing social conditions. (ShirVertesh 2012: 421.) Here again the importance of context becomes apparent, in that for example
a dog may be considered a person based on its social standing in the family, but this personhood
often does not survive dramatic changes in the social dynamic, nor is the dog necessarily seen as
a person by those outside of the family unit. I argue in the same vein that mushroom personhood
is flexible in the sense that it does not survive being cut from the social milieu of the forest. ShirVertesh argues that people consciously transgress boundaries by calling their pets “babies,” but
that the flexibility of animal-personhood in fact strengthens the boundaries of human personhood,
since the willingness to abandon even the closest pets once a human baby is born keeps animals
firmly in the category of the “other” (2012: 429). Perhaps mushrooms could similarly be called
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flexible persons, as their personhood is equally reliant on social context and interaction, and the
personhood of these beings is often not acknowledged by those outside of this relationship.
Tamen’s theory of interpretation as a process of person-making has been employed in numerous
ethnographies to make sense of a variety of diverse conceptualizations of personhood, ranging
from organic lifeforms to what most would call inert objects. For example, Baxstrom (2017)
discusses buildings-as-persons in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. He describes how he often found the
city’s residents describing houses as moving or misbehaving, and even found them to mourn them
after they were demolished. He, like Degnen (2009), argues that one cannot simply disregard these
expressions as jokes or some sort of false consciousness, but taken seriously, they may provide an
insight into the special ways Kuala Lumpur residents forge relationships with the buildings among
which they live their lives (Baxstrom 2017: 8). Bingham (2006) on the other hand discusses how
humans form relationships with bees, bacteria and butterflies, and argues that there is nothing
inherently interpretable about these beings across all contexts; rather, following Tamen (2001),
there are societies for whom certain objects count as interpretable objects, and who deal with
certain objects in recognizable ways (Bingham 2006: 487). Bingham notes that those who belong
to specific “societies of friends” learn to relate to and to communicate with different beings in
appropriate ways. For example, beekeepers can approach and handle beehives in a way that soothes
rather than alarms the bees (ibid: 489), birdwatchers learn to differentiate different birds’ songs,
and matsutake pickers learn to recognize the mushroom’s peculiar scent. Importantly, the
relationship between the different beings is reciprocal, as the human needs to learn to read the
behavioral signals, appearance, and other sensory cues of the other-than-human in order to respond
to them accordingly. Bingham (2006: 489) notes that “Although we cannot ‘speak' with
nonhumans in any straightforward way […] what we can and more importantly do do is become
articulate with them in various ways.”
5.2.2 Behavior
Cathrine Degnen describes how English gardeners routinely attribute agency and even personality
traits to plants. One of her interlocutors does not want to give a certain fertilizer to young plants,
explaining that they are “lazy and you’ve got to make them work for it, make them look for the
food” (Degnen 2009: 157, emphasis in original). Similar sentiments were expressed by my
interlocutors, many of whom commented on the behavior and traits of different mushrooms. Upon
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finding a mustarousku (Lactarius turpis) that was nearly completely covered in dirt and leaves,
my interlocutor Sara told me to look closely for others nearby: “there’s bound to be more hiding
around here, they are very good at camouflaging.” Later on, she exclaimed: “A-ha! I found Mister
Sikurirousku (Lactarius camphoratus)!,” as she crouched down to pick a tiny reddish-brown
mushroom. She snapped the edge of the cap off and inhaled its odor intently. “Smells wonderful,”
she sighed, and jokingly mentioned that the strong odor would be detectable in sweat for a week
after eating the mushrooms. Sara pointed at the milky fluid seeping from where she cut the
mushroom cap, and said: “Milk-caps (rouskut) are honest, you can always recognize them from
this.” Similarly, as my other interlocutor Kristiina was picking some small chanterelles, she pulled
the moss apart to reveal more hidden within, and said: “They are a little shy, so you have to make
an effort to get to them.” These examples reveal a distinct way of relating to mushrooms. Both
Degnen’s gardeners and my mushroomer interlocutors perceive their objects of interest to exhibit
intentionality and sentience. Mushrooms are not viewed as mere objects or inanimate, inactive
“things” to be mindlessly gathered for sustenance, but rather, they are seen to actively hide from
humans, and to exhibit traits like honesty and deviousness.
Writing about animist societies, Descola (1992) asserts that speaking of other-than-human persons
is not a mere journey into metaphor. In the same vein, Degnen (2009) calls for a more open-minded
approach also towards Western societies, as she finds that instances of a more inclusive
personhood in these contexts is still often considered metaphoric. Degnen (2009: 164) makes the
point that by refusing to accept anything beyond the metaphor in the linkages between humans and
plants, one contributes to the narratives of human exceptionalism and Western nature–culture
dualism. This is a narrative and a worldview against which Ingold has been arguing for decades.
Ingold (2000: 78) calls this “a master narrative about how human beings, through their mental and
bodily labour, have progressively raised themselves above the purely natural level of existence to
which all other animals are confined.” Degnen (2009: 164) argues that plants “present a dialogical
model of reciprocal identifications between people and plants that exceeds metaphor,” and she
finds it surprising that despite the amount of evidence pointing to a significant level of
identification between humans and plants, narratives about the West routinely disregard this as
mere acting “as if.”
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Degnen (2009: 157) notes that among her English gardener interlocutors, common topics of
conversation were the likes and dislikes, or the needs and desires of different plants. She observed
many of her interlocutors to wonder whether for example roses like lime, whether certain plants
like the shade or the sun, or whether some others need extra care when they are still “babies.” I
noted my interlocutors to often make similar remarks about what mushrooms like, how they
behave, and why perhaps they had not appeared in their usual spot as expected. For example, my
interlocutor Henna wondered whether the parasol mushrooms they were looking for each year
wanted more sunshine or something else that was missing this year, to which Paula remarked: “I
think they are just teasing us!” Similarly, one of Degnen’s interlocutors described buttercups, a
type of weed, to be “clever” as one was “sneaking” over an edging stone towards the garden bed
(2009: 157). These remarks lead one to note that neither mushrooms or plants are seen to be merely
behaving in compliant, benevolent ways, rather they are sometimes regarded as quite mischievous
and even devious. Another example I observed was when my interlocutor Matias crouched down
excitedly to pick some small suppilovahvero (Craterellus tubaeformis), only to cry out “Oh no,
you almost tricked me!” upon realizing they were in fact inedible look-alikes called rustonupikka
(Leotia lubrica). I found that especially inedible look-alike species or popular edible species are
commonly considered sneaky or dishonest because they are seen to purposefully mimic the other
species in order to trick an unsuspecting mushroom picker.
One idea expressed by many of my informants had to do with what kinds of terrain and
environment a type of mushroom likes. Variations of this view ranged from comments like: “If I
was a chanterelle, I would want to live right here” to “Let’s not walk that way, mushrooms don’t
like that much grass and heather.” Fundamentally, such remarks express an understanding of the
social relations between fungi, plants, and other beings. Without framing it as such, what my
interlocutors expressed was an experience-based understanding of the plant and tree varieties
commonly found with certain fungi, as well as other conditions like sunlight and soil type, which
they have learned to associate with the appearance of certain mushrooms. In other words, these
beings dwell together in complex, yet not random ways, which humans can learn to read as they
become enmeshed in these landscapes themselves. Thus, as humans and fungi dwell together in
these landscapes, humans come to forge an understanding of the sociality between diverse beings.
By recognizing these patterns of sociality, the humans begin to regard fungi as having likes,
dislikes, interests, and personhood.
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The complex relationships between humans, plants and fungi influence both cultural practices and
place-based engagements. These relationships also affect how particular species are perceived and
engaged with, and how their agency is construed. (Poe et al. 2014: 11–12.) In his research in the
Razlog Basin in Bulgaria, Staddon (2009) looks at sociality, interactions and emotional bonds
between humans and the forest, focusing on networks of herbs and mushrooms and the humans
who collect them. During his research, Staddon found that the very foundation of scientific
language of “objects” and “subjects” started to fail to accomplish its analytical purpose. He notes
that “at virtually every turn I have found that forest resources are not just objects of human
intention and action, but are also subjects in a much more fully dynamic and fascinating set of
relationships.” (Staddon 2009: 163.) He wonders whether mushrooms could be considered to
exhibit intentional action or to “turn the tables on their human collectors” by “collecting” humans.
Staddon considers whether the appearance in the right place at the right time to be picked by
humans to maximize the spread of spores could constitute intentioning action. (Staddon 2009:
163.) Likewise, in their research on urban foraging in Seattle, US, Poe et al. (2014: 12) note that
listening to plants and mushrooms is a common practice, and foragers look for signs of whether
these beings want to be harvested, and how they can do so within sustainable limits. The foragers
described plants and mushrooms as intentionality, wants and needs, according to which they
behave. One of the authors’ mushroomer interlocutors recounted how fungal spores would follow
his footsteps and later appear in new places where they had not grown before, while another
described a rosehip plant saying: “Look at me!” when she needed vitamin C. She found that the
plant triggers some visceral reaction in her body: “I think when you know that about the plant, it
reminds you to go look for it.” (Poe et al. 2014: 11–12.) Poe et al. found their Seattleite forager
interlocutors to commonly describe how plants and mushrooms actively draw humans in, and the
foragers in turn accept them into their social and communicative worlds through engaging them
verbally and physically. Similarly, as she caught a glimpse of multiple bright white, oddly shaped
lampaankääpä (Albatrellus ovinus) further away in the forest, my interlocutor Ritva mentioned
that it was as if they were calling for her in the distance: “There they are, flashing and waving their
arms: ‘I’m here! I’m here!’”
5.2.3 Speaking to Mushrooms
In my fieldwork, I noticed that it was not rare for my interlocutors to speak to mushrooms. Most
often this was done in the form of playful coaxing when there was a lull in the action and no
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mushrooms seemed to be around. Anna, for example, started quietly chanting out “Mushrooms…
muushroooms…” when we were walking across an area of dry and rocky terrain and had not found
anything to pick for a while. I found this kind of calling out to the mushrooms to be a surprisingly
common practice, and there were multiple people who would coax the elusive little mushrooms to
“show themselves,” to “stop hiding” or even to “come to mama.” Harvey (2005: 172) defines
persons as “those with whom other persons interact with varying degrees of reciprocity,” and
argues that whereas objects are usually spoken about, persons may be spoken with. Now, the
mushroom clearly does not vocalize a reply to the human’s calls, so is it possible to characterize
human-mushroom relationships as interactive, or indeed to ascribe personhood to mushrooms?
Carrithers (1983, cited in Carrithers 2011: 662–663) finds that Buddhist forest monks in Sri Lanka
verbally address the dangerous animals they come across in the jungle, and that they “speak of
animals as friends and fellows in the cycle of existence and so recognize the animals’ personhood
and the moral dimension of the relationship between monk and animal” (Carrithers 1983: 290–
293, cited in Carrithers 2011: 663). In this example, the monks recognize the animals as fellows
and friends, and their personhood is not dependent on the animals exhibiting human-like behavior,
and the interaction does not require the animals to reply to the monks. The relationship is based
on association and respect, which was something quite apparent also between my human
interlocutors and mushrooms. As Merja argued:
“I am a part of this system, because I know, and I feel. It is like running into friends in the street: I know you
and I know how you are doing. I think the same way when it comes to mushrooms. […] For example, in our
karvarouskupaikka (Lactarius torminosus spot), I had this hunch that they will probably be growing there,
and then when I went to have a look, I was like ‘of course, you friends are here,’ ‘yeah I knew that you lot
would be loitering right here, just waiting for me to come get you!’”

Merja speaks of mushrooms both affectionately and analytically, describing both the vast
symbiotic networks between different organisms, and the emotional relationship she has to the
forest and the mushrooms. During our time in the woods, she often spoke to mushrooms, greeted
them, told ones she saw in the distance to “calm down” as she was still busy picking some other
ones. After we returned from the forest to her apartment, I asked for her thoughts on speaking to
mushrooms. She told me:
“Talking to mushrooms creates a sense of belonging between myself and nature. I greet them, apologize if I
step on them. If there is a new particularly interesting one, I might say ‘well who are you, then? Don’t you
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look funny!’ Sometimes there is a very beautiful mushroom that I don’t recognize, but I don’t have the heart
to knock it down and ruin its life and the integrity, beauty and harmony he6 has.”

Many authors have paid special attention to the use of personal pronouns in talking about or to
other- than-human beings. It is important to note that the Finnish language tends to be complicated
for such a line of inquiry, due to the fact that the pronoun “it” (se) is very commonly used in
colloquial language even when speaking about humans (Laitinen 2005; Duvallon 2005). This holds
no derogatory connotations, like calling a human “it” would in English. However, this creates
some translation issues, since it is commonly contextually apparent that when speaking about a
human, “se” means “him/her,” whereas for an inanimate object it generally means “it.” In the
previous quote from Merja, she calls the mushroom “se” initially, but shifts to a more formal “hän”
in the end to emphasize her respect for the mushroom as an individual being with a life and value.
Laitinen notes about the use of the Finnish logophoric pronouns hän (he/she) and he (they), that
they:
“[C]an be used to refer to all beings the speaker is in meaningful interaction with, or whose movements,
changes of state, mental or physical states or other processes can be considered meaning-producing actions.
[In nonstandard Finnish,] the logophoric pronoun has spread from expression of the status of speech act
participation to a pronoun of politeness indexing higher social status.” (Laitinen 2005: 92–93.)

This makes Merja’s decision to call the mushroom by this pronoun especially meaningful, as it
very clearly points to a significant level of familiarity and respect, as well as personification
commonly only extended from humans to the closest of animal companions in the Finnish
language. Carrithers et al. (2011: 664–665) note that in the case of animals such as pearl mussels,
which do not have eyes to look into or that do not clearly respond to humans, it is often difficult
for Western people conceive such beings in the second person singular, and thus they are mostly
referred to collectively as “pearl mussels” or “the pearl mussel.” They do note however, that there
might be societies for whom making a personal connection with such creatures is easier.
One might be tempted to put all this down to the mushroomers indirectly commenting on the lack
of mushrooms to their human mushrooming companion rather than actually speaking to the
mushrooms themselves. This would in my opinion be incorrect in that Merja, for example,
routinely picks mushrooms alone and thus does not intend for any other human to hear her speaking

6

The Finnish third person singular pronoun hän is gender neutral.
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to the mushrooms. Furthermore, I find that reducing the real behavior of my interlocutors to mere
metaphor or a joke would be thoughtless, albeit common in Western contexts. This is also argued
by Degnen (2009: 152), who studies English cultural imaginings of the relationships between
humans and plants based in gardening practice and knowledge and in the English language. She
argues that language that is used to unite humans and plants should not solely be understood as
poetic, but rather it should be given serious consideration beyond the level of the metaphor. She
finds that language personifying plants is often explained away in Western contexts, because
“everyone ‘really knows’ humans and plants occupy radically different domains” (Degnen 2009:
152). One of the key themes that emerged in discussing mushrooming with many of my
interlocutors was a strong emotional connection to the activity, to the forest, and to the mushrooms
themselves. For a clear majority of my interlocutors, mushrooming is an activity they had been
engaged in since childhood. For most of them, mushrooms are more than a means to an end. My
interlocutors described mushrooms as “beautiful” and “interesting,” calling them “friends” and
“companions.” Similarly, Degnen describes how the nurturing actions of English gardeners are
closely reflected in their speech: some of her interlocutors describe small plants as babies in need
of constant attention, another one talks about plants’ need to breathe and warns that they can be
smothered if not tended to correctly. Examples of a meaningful level of identification, interaction
and even communication with mushrooms were surprisingly common among my interlocutors,
one of whom noted about a certain tree stump we passed that “There is often a lone kantarelli
(Cantharellus cibarius) there to say hi to us”.
Harrison-Buck and Hendon (2018: 7) call for an interpretive approach to communication and
interaction that is not constrained by a rigid focus on human language and reason. They argue that
“intersubjectivity does not reside solely in the mind and dialogic activity is not restricted to
language” (ibid: 7). They note that activities such as craft making, hunting, or divination are
examples of dialogic and intersubjective experiences that simultaneously engage the body and the
mind, and these activities produce connections between human and other-than-human persons and
the cosmos. The authors emphasize that these interactions, which they call “conversive relations,”
are often materially mediated and not discursive, as they involve repeated and intimate
engagements with material objects and places. (Harrison-Buck & Hendon 2018: 8.) They note that
these conversive relations are not merely bodily performed experiences, but rather “they are
generative actions that bind intangible relational beings, create personhood, and produce an
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animate ontological status in an object-body” (ibid: 8). This ongoing change, movement, and
inherent instability is also apparent in Ingold’s (2007) idea of meshwork, wherein relationships
between different beings and their material surroundings are continually reconfigured.
5.2.4 Sporocarp, Fungus or Species Persons?
The focus of this chapter has been to consider whether mushrooms could be considered persons
based on the kind of relationships I have observed between them and humans during my fieldwork.
However, to fully answer this question, I need to consider what is actually being referred to as a
person when speaking of “mushroom personhood.” As I outlined in the introduction, I use the term
mushroom in this thesis to refer to the visible fruiting body, or sporocarp, of a larger, mostly
subterranean fungus. The fungus is the organism that creates mycorrhizal connections with plant
roots, reacts to changes in the environment, and grows visible mushrooms when the conditions are
right for reproduction. However, it has also been suggested that personhood might be imbued to
other-than-humans on the level of the species, rather than individual beings (e.g. Carrithers et al.
2011). In the previous subchapters, I have presented examples of human-mushroom interaction in
the forest, and based on these observations, I contend that it is reasonable to consider mushrooms
as persons. Bringing together my own observations and previous research into other-than-human
personhood, in this subchapter I will discuss whether it is prudent to talk about sporocarp, fungus
or species personhood in this context.
Carrithers et al. (2011) argue that in North Atlantic societies, viewing an animal species as
comparable with a human person is uncommon but significant. The authors find that the most
direct argument on behalf of specific animals is to equate an individual animal with an individual
person, and this has been successfully done for a multitude of charismatic mammals or other
animals with impressive attributes. Examples range from the blue whale to the polar bear, and such
species are often anthropomorphized through individual first names and an emphasis on their
human-like behaviors. (Carrithers et al. 2011: 664.) The most famous example in Finland is
probably Pullervo, an endangered Saimaa ringed seal, whose exploits are live streamed annually
in the WWF Wildlive series and who gets regular mentions on social media and even makes the
entertainment news. However, Carrithers et al. find that there are species that resist such an
extension of personhood. They take freshwater pearl mussels (Margaritifera margaritifera) as an
example of an “uncharismatic” species, which does not display human-like or impressive
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behaviors, striking or endearing appearances, or play a well-known role in human-animal relations.
They argue that it is possible to make a strong argument for such a species based on moral values
associated with the concept of personhood but without equating an individual pearl mussel to a
person. (Carrithers et al. 2011: 663–664.)
Taking the trope that “a biological species is approximately equivalent to a human person” and
examining how this idea is actively and flexibly applied in different contexts, Carrithers et al. argue
that such rhetoric can have a powerful effect on how the category of personhood is conceptualized
beyond the human person. The authors argue that “species ≈ person” is a persuasive way to
rhetorically alter understandings of non-charismatic animal species in a time of increasing battle
for public attention and funds for helping endangered species. (Carrithers et al. 2011: 661–662.)
Importantly, the authors find that while individuals from certain charismatic animal species (such
as elephants or giant pandas) can be equated with human persons, for non-charismatic animal
species or plants, it is more common to equate the entire species with a human person. For example,
the authors note that it is only in the realm of fantastical promotional material aimed at children
that the pearl mussel is characterized as “Percy the Pearl Mussel,” but such a focus on an individual
mussel is not something considered for any serious conservation effort. Rather, conservation
rhetoric rests on the collective value of the entire species of freshwater pearl mussel, not on the
value of each individual mussel. (Ibid: 664–666.) Although the authors limit their discussion to
animals, the rhetoric culture theory is not inherently limited to any single life-form, but the practice
of rhetorical personification can be extended to any organism or object. Carrithers et al. (2011)
argue that identities are constantly negotiated and endlessly emergent in linguistic interaction. The
authors use the term “trope” to describe the kinds of linguistic expressions and narratives which
aim to rhetorically describe or shift reality, and they find “human life to be conducted among
constant change and transformation, a circumstance in which constantly adapting rhetorical effort
is required” (Ibid: 661).
According to Carrithers et al., there are multiple levels of personhood in North Atlantic societies,
and the one considered most important is the individual human person. They note that the death of
an individual human person is often poetically equated with the loss of an entire species, as in the
extinction of a particular species of songbird (Carrithers et al. 2011: 668). This is because the
species of bird is seen to hold traits such as song and color that are common to most individuals of
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that species, but no single bird is commonly distinguished from the rest. Similarly, the particular
flavor of a mushroom or pattern on a butterfly’s wings is shared by most of the individuals of that
species. On the other hand, humans distinguish other humans not by their species-specific traits,
but through personality and other markers of individuality. As Lévi-Strauss (1966: 214) puts it:
“When the loss of someone dear to us or of some public personage such as a statesman, writer or
artist moves us, we suffer much the same sense of irreparable privation that we should experience
were Rosa centifolia to become extinct and its scent to disappear forever.” According to LéviStrauss, the thing that makes this particular variety of roses unique is its species-specific
characteristics, and he suggests that it is not the loss of an individual rose, rosebush, or even
collection of rosebushes in a specific garden that is comparable to the loss of an individual human,
as the species of Rosa centifolia remains unaffected by these losses, and can always be planted
again.
So, if we were to consider the mushroom as a person, the question then arises what in fact is
contained within that concept? Is the individual fruiting body, the sporocarp, a person? Is the
person the fungus in its entirety, mycelium and all its fruiting bodies together? Would it indeed be
the entire species that is the person? Starting with the first option, I find that the most direct
interaction my interlocutors had was indeed with the mushroom fruiting bodies that were being
looked for, picked, and eaten. I often observed my interlocutors approach individual mushrooms
as beings with personality and individuality, and their appearance and behavior were often the
subject of conversation. The appearance of individual mushrooms was described as e.g.
“beautiful,” “goofy,” “handsome,” “ugly,” “unique,” or “cute,” and their “behavior” inspired
descriptions containing adjectives like “cunning,” “sneaky,” “honest,” “bold,” and “brave.” This
would suggest that these individual beings held a key role in human-mushroom interactions, and
although they are only a small visible part of a larger organism, they are the apparent focus of the
entire activity that is mushrooming. However, it could also be argued that a single mushroom
cannot be considered equal to an individual human because it is not an autonomous being, but a
mere fruiting body, like an apple in a tree. Hence, to continue with this comparison, the mycelium
is understood to be the apple tree, and although it remains hidden from view, it is what the
mushroomer visits each year to see whether it has decided to bear fruit. The mushroomer knows
that picking mushrooms from a particular spot does not imply that the entire fungus is now in her
basket, just like picking apples does not involve removing the entire tree. This is one reason why
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the notion of place is so important for mushroomers. The mycelium is hidden from human view
within the meshwork of soil and roots, it cannot be picked or eaten, and the only evidence of its
existence is the mushroom that appears above the ground. Still, the mycelium is what makes the
place a mushroom spot, and even with no understanding of mycology, one can deduce that
mushrooms appear in the same place year after year, and that one bad year does not imply that the
spot will never see mushrooms again.
The third option is to consider the mushroom species, king bolete (herkkutatti, Boletus edulis) for
example, as “approximately equal to a human person,” as Carrithers et al. would put it. Indeed,
most individual mushrooms of this species share approximately the same characteristics that make
them recognizable as king bolete, from the light brown cap to the spongy gills and distinct flavor.
These species-specific characteristics were also often the ones that directly inspired how my
interlocutors interacted with the individual mushrooms of the species, and it was often small, round
king bolete, which were called “cute,” and large, stocky ones, which were described as
“handsome” and “bold.” Mushrooms are quite fundamentally conceptually linked to humans in
the Finnish language. In Finnish, the pileus is known both in mycology and colloquially as lakki,
meaning “cap”, which is what the pileus is also commonly called in colloquial English.
Additionally, the stipe is known as jalka, meaning “leg” or “foot” in Finnish. Growing up, I recall
picturing mushrooms through this conceptual frame as beings with a body and a hat, and the vast
variety of stipes, caps, colors and additional parts like the annulus (rengas) giving character to
each species and even to individual mushrooms. In my fieldwork, I noticed that this kind of
conceptualization was not unique to my experience, but that most of my research participants made
comments about the mushrooms’ physical attributes that in some way blurred the lines between
fungi and humans, or the animal kingdom at the very least.
My interlocutors often spoke about mushrooms on the level of the species, referring to the
characteristics of the entire species when talking about the look and flavor of their favorite
mushrooms for example. Furthermore, many mushroom species, like Craterellus tubaeformis,
grow in large groups of dozens or even hundreds of sporocarps, and the individual mushroom is
not often given much attention. However, I am hesitant to suggest that the kind of social relations
I observed in the forest were between human individuals and mushroom species. I found these
relationships to often be very much focused on the individual mushrooms, or in the case of plentiful
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small mushrooms, it was the collective that was gushed over. Larger individual mushrooms were
carefully picked from the ground, sliced and scraped clean, admired, notable specimens were
proudly presented to fellow mushroomers and to me. Areas with numerous smaller mushrooms
were collectively given a similar treatment, and mushrooming companions were often called over
to share in the excitement over an abundant spot. I contend that although the characteristics of a
species of fungus have a great deal to do with how the individual mushroom is interacted with, the
kinds of personal relationships I discuss in thesis are between humans and tangible mushrooms,
not with a concept of a species. It could then be stated that if the entire organism of the fungus is
the “person,” then it makes sense to talk to the sporocarps in the forest as they are still both
physically and conceptually connected to the fungus. This would then make sense of the shift that
seems to happen when the mushrooms are picked, as the mushrooms conceptually shift from being
alive, sentient, and interactive, to being inert things ready to be prepared for food.
Recalling Wagner’s (1991) conceptualization of fractal personhood, one could argue that
personhood, in fact, exists in all of the aforementioned levels. As Wagner notes, each single entity
is a set of unfolding relationships which can be observed at different scales, such as the individual,
family, or clan (Fowler 2010: 141). Based on this conceptualization, one could imagine zooming
in on the single sporocarp as an individual fractal person with rough edges that are folded into the
edges of other individuals. Zooming out, these individual sporocarps appear together as a
collection of fruiting bodies grown from the same fungus, the fractal edges of which in itself are
folded into the surroundings. The entity of the fungus is composed though all the complex relations
it has with its environment, the soil, plant and tree roots, animals, and so forth. Picturing these
fractal fungi persons from further back again, one can observe their edges blurring together to
reveal the level of the species, which appears as a distinct entity in relation to other species of
fungi. Furthermore, one could scale back even more to picture the entire of kingdom of fungi as it
appears in relation to other lifeforms. This idea of the fractal person illustrates that there are no
social ‘wholes,’ only relationships at different scales. The individual humans I have observed in
my fieldwork pictured mushrooms on all of these scales, but mostly shared personal relationships
on the level of individual mushroom sporocarps and the fungus. However, I also find that there is
evidence to suggest that as one scales back on the mushrooms, the social relationships they hold
with humans also appears on a larger scale. For example, whereas an individual human being
might relate to a single mushroom sporocarp in the forest, a human family might know a good spot
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where the same fungus has dwelled for many years and produces mushrooms each year.
Furthermore, human extended families often have relationships with entire species that are passed
on over generations. For example, my interlocutor Matias noted that his family has never picked
russulas or milk caps, therefore he does not know them well, and conversely Liisa recalled that
just these varieties were her family’s favorites when she was growing up. On an even larger scale,
one might argue that there exist specific relationships between humans and mushrooms on the
level of nationality and mushroom variety, for example between the Japanese and matsutake,
Italians and boletes, or Russians and milk caps. I conclude that the social relationships between
mushrooms and human beings are mutually constructed on numerous scales, from the individual
human and sporocarp all the way to the level of national identity and mushroom variety.
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6. Conclusions
I set off on this research project to answer the following questions: 1. What kinds of social relations
can be observed between humans and mushrooms? 2. What is the role of place in the articulation
of relationships between humans and nonhumans? 3. Examining this relationship, can the
mushroom be considered a person in the cultural thought of Southern Finnish mushroomers?
Starting by considering my first research question, I found mushrooms in the forest to be even
more meaningful to my interlocutors than I initially expected. Rather than being mere material
objects to be consumed or sold, mushrooms were regarded as companions and friends, interesting
and beautiful creatures with intentions, needs, wants, and personalities. Following e.g. Haraway
(2008) and Tsing (2012, 2013b), I argue that human life is constituted through relations with otherthan-human beings, not in opposition to them. Furthermore, other-than-humans are not social
merely because they are accepted into the social world of the human, rather they are fundamentally
social beings with rich social lives of their own (Tsing 2013b). While the social life of fungi is
complex and exist to a large part out of sight for humans, people can still take part in this social
meshwork and learn to read its signs. By employing the dwelling perspective, I have attempted to
understand how the social lives of different kinds of beings develop in the material environment
of the forest, and whether this sociality might have implications on how other-than-human agency
and personhood are conceptualized and applied within these contexts.
The social relations between humans and mushrooms were attentive and caring, and my
interlocutors seemed to be brimming with appreciation and respect towards these beings. Based
on my research, I argue that human-mushroom relationships are mutually constructive in the sense
that they reconfigure both beings on a fundamental level. One cannot underestimate the profound
effect humans have on the balance of the ecosystems of the Earth, and more specifically, the social
meshworks wherein the lives of fungi unfold. As noted by multiple informants, mushrooms tend
to appreciate the sides of human and animal paths, ditches, and tracks, as they create optimal spots
where enough sunlight reaches the forest floor and the mushrooms do not need to fight for room
among shrubbery. Thus, in some cases human behavior modifies the landscape to be more suitable
for mushrooms, which are then easier for humans to notice as they follow these paths in the forest.
Many of my interlocutors mentioned how being in the forest and picking mushrooms greatly
influences everything from their mood to their core identity, exemplified by Merja’s emotional
words: “Without this, I would not feel like myself.” These relationships often last for years, as
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fungal mycelia enmesh themselves into the soil and root systems, where they then produce
sporocarps. This then attracts humans to visit these places, who go on to tell about them to their
friends and family, creating memories and a sense belonging in these places.
Considering my second research question, I find that the importance of the context in the unfolding
of human–mushroom relationships cannot be overstated. I contend that the forest creates a medium
within which both human beings and fungi are reimagined as a part of an interconnected meshwork
of diverse organisms, and the agency, animacy and sociality of other-than-human beings is brought
to the forefront in this context. I argue that the social lives of fungi, animals, plants, and humans
may be fruitfully considered through the dwelling perspective, which pays attention to the way in
which the lives of these diverse beings unfold in their material environments. As humans,
mushrooms, and other beings dwell in these landscapes, they form relationships. Humans may
then learn to notice and understand the material signs of these relationships over time, creating the
sense of “place.” By focusing on the process and temporality of place and landscape, dwelling
contextualizes “place” not as a static stage on which life is played out, but as something that itself
emerges from the interplay of different actors over time. Places exist as meaningful spaces because
of the social relations that unfold in them, and it is through experience, memory, and emotion that
humans learn to skillfully navigate within the social webs of the forest. As I have argued,
“mushroom spots” are results of the interconnectedness of plants, fungi, humans, as well as for
example suitable soil, light and weather conditions, and these places only come to exist at certain
times as mushrooms appear and are located, remembered, and revisited. Recalling mushroom spots
is often connected to experiences and emotions that might also deeply impact one’s identity and
sense of connection to the environment even across generations. Tsing (2010: 201) notes that for
those who love wild mushrooms, full mastery of the forest ecosystem is not the goal. She finds
that the indeterminacy of when and where mushrooms appear is an important part of what makes
mushrooming a thrilling activity, as it keeps even the most experienced pickers on their toes.
Finally, in my third research question I wonder whether these social relations I have observed
mean that mushrooms could be considered to be persons in this context. In my fieldwork, I found
my interlocutors to routinely interact with mushrooms in ways that suggested a perception of these
beings as active subjects with interests and personalities. My interlocutors described mushrooms
with adjectives which described both their appearances, like handsomeness or cuteness, and
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personal characteristics, such as honesty or shyness. Additionally, they often referred to the
mushrooms’ behavior by stating that they are hiding, deceiving, or showing off. Some of my
interlocutors would speak about the mushrooms using respectful third person pronouns, or titles
like “mister.” Furthermore, many of them would speak directly to the mushrooms by coaxing them
out or commenting on their appearance and behavior, and thus emphasizing the reciprocal and
respectful relationship that exists between the human and the mushroom. Lastly, I considered
whether mushroom personhood should be seen to refer to the individual sporocarp, the entire
fungus, or on a larger scale to a particular species. Based on the social relationship between human
and mushroom, I argued that the tangible sporocarps are often characterized with anthropomorphic
adjectives and they are in the center of the interactive relationship, but it is the subterranean
sociality of the fungal mycelium and its meshwork of connections that the mushroomer learns to
understand through a shared experience of dwelling in the environment. Considered through the
lens of fractal personhood (Wagner 1991), one could make the argument that mushroom
personhood exists on multiple different scales, coming to view based on the social relations
through which it is observed at any given context.
I embarked on this project wanting to interrogate the notion that that humans are hyperseparated
from other beings in Western worldviews. Sweeping statements like “Western hyperseparation
from nature” can have their merit in examining broad commonalities across different Western
contexts, especially when juxtaposed with indigenous or other animist worldviews. Focusing on
these marginalized modes of thought and appreciating them as viable strategies for a more
environmentally sustainable future has been a positive development, but also serves to maintain
the idea of a culturally and socially uniform Western mindset. While the notion of hyperseparation
might exist between humans and other beings in some contexts, it should not be proclaimed to
exhaustively describe the variety of human–other-than human relationships contained within the
West. Adhering to such generalizations can blind one from appreciating the diversity and richness
of different understandings of personhood and agency withing various Western contexts. Based
on my research, I argue that the idea of a clear separation is perhaps more prominent than the actual
separation itself. As argued by Degnen (2009), this preconception affects how the actual behavior
of people in the West is understood, rationalized, or disregarded by researchers. The notion of
hyperseparation makes it tempting to interpret words and behavior that go against this
preconception as poetic, metaphoric or, acting “as if”. With this thesis, I hope to have added to the
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conversation a Western example of an attentive and respectful way of relating between humans
and other-than-humans.
As I employ the dwelling perspective in a large part of my analysis, I find it important to point out
some of the ways the perspective has been problematized. For example, Macnaghten and Urry
(1998) question whether the prototypical dwelling scene, such as the landscape painting with the
marks of life tread neatly onto the soil is contradictory to modernity, and whether the authenticity
of dwelling is destroyed when a motorway is paved across the landscape. Heidegger clearly had a
romantic view of dwelling in mind when he initially coined the term (Cloke & Jones 2001: 656–
657), but as Ingold’s reconceptualized dwelling perspective has been thoroughly reworked from
this original meaning, I find that dwelling is in no way inherently antithetical to modernity or urban
environments. Cloke and Jones (2001) argue that such criticisms themselves put forth a view of
“true nature” that is incompatible with industrial, urbanized society, and thus not something the
dwelling perspective could encompass. Importantly, the dwelling perspective sees the landscape
as temporally complex with the past and the present both being present in material and imaginative
processes, not as an unchanged relic of some romanticized, authentic point in time. (Cloke & Jones
2001: 657.) Most of my interlocutors did not take me to pristine forests, but the urban infrastructure
of highways and apartment blocks was always part of the landscape, and more often than not, was
at least indirectly a part of the equation. Nearly all of my interlocutors traveled to their mushroom
forests by car, and those who did not, often lived in buildings right by the forest. The parking lot
by the woods is no less a part of the visible marks of dwelling than the more “authentic” footpath
trampled into the soil itself, even if it does not fit some romantic vision of authenticity.
Furthermore, recalling my interlocutor Merja’s words: “[The mushroom] does not care if it is in a
national park or behind a gas station”.
While not all of the relationships between humans and mushrooms are the kinds of close, identityshaping personal relationships I have described in this thesis, the true extent of human-fungi
interdependence is even greater and societally more impactful than I have discussed here. For
example, Tsing (2012; 2015) and Money (2007) have outlined the massive impact of fungal life
on human history, ranging from the numerous disastrous fungal diseases that have ravaged our
crops, economies, and the health of humans and animals alike. Here again, it is important to note
the interaction and dependency between human and fungi, as many of the devastations on human
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life have been triumphs for fungal life. Furthermore, they have often been brought on by what
were initially considered human triumphs: such as monoculture farming, global commerce, and
urbanization (Money 2007: 159). However, merely seeing fungi as pests and a threat to human life
neglects to appreciate the fact that an enormous part of human life is deeply indebted to fungi, as
for example different yeasts and molds have uses ranging from fermenting beverages to being
highly effective medicines. In my thesis, I have focused on the personal, intimate relationship
between the human and one specific kind of fungi, and mostly on one part of the fungus, the
“mushroom,” or sporocarp. Mushrooms represent the kinds of other-than-humans that are
commonly not accepted into the realm of sociality or personhood in Western contexts, and thus I
find them to be a perfect example to contest the commonly accepted notion of human-nature
separation in the West. Following the example of the Matsutake Worlds Research Group, I posit
that the full extent of human-fungi relations may only be understood by research on multiple scales,
multiple locations and through long-term commitments to collaborative research projects. What I
hope my research project adds to the conversation is a micro-level example of an attentive and
respectful relationship between Western human individuals and mushrooms.
Throughout my thesis, I have mentioned that today’s increasing awareness and concern over the
devastation humans have caused for the Earth’s ecosystems has sparked many scholars to
contemplate the merits of worldviews that are seen to represent more attentive, respectful, and
sustainable ways of relating to and utilizing nature. Tsing (2013b: 33) argues that for a long time,
anthropologists have studied nature in relation to human goals and needs, and have observed
natural objects and other-than-humans as gifts, commodities, signs, and as tools. The human social
circle has been viewed as primary and exclusionary, and things and beings have not always been
appreciated as having their own socialities. What Tsing calls for is that humans participate in otherthan-human socialities and recognize that they do not always make or even understand the rules.
Humans are not a prerequisite for the social lives of plants and fungi, but as we have made our
presence felt across even the most remote ecosystems on Earth, human influence is clearly a
relevant aspect to consider in the social lives of most lifeforms. (Tsing 2013b: 33.) What I argue,
following Milton (2002), is that there is no overarching “Western mode of thinking” when it comes
to relating to nature, but that there is ample ethnographic evidence to suggest that ordinary people
across the world form strong emotional social bonds with nature and other-than-humans. Milton
(2002: 4) argues that there is a conscious effort to keep the myth of Western hyperseparation from
75

nature alive, as the neoliberal exploitation of nature can be defended once all opposing views are
debunked and ridiculed as emotional, irrational, and as solely belonging to “undeveloped”
worldviews. I hope that there is an increasing interest in trying to understand and appreciate the
socialities of other-than-humans, as well as the various ways people in Western societies
participate in these social worlds and express dissent from the neoliberal logic of exclusion and
exploitation under which they are generally thought to operate.
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8. Photographs

Figure 1: Sara cleaning mushrooms. (Photo by author)
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Figure 2: "Suppilovahverojoki", "Craterellus tubaeformis River" (Photo by author)

Figure 3: Pirkko picking mushrooms by the Craterellus tubaeformis River. (Photo by author)
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Figure 4: Sorting and cleaning mushrooms. (Photo by author)

Figure 5: Identifying mushrooms in the forest. (Photo by author)
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Figure 6: Forest path. (Photo by author)
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Figure 8: Mushroom basket with Craterellus tubaeformis,
Craterellus cornucopioides, Cantharellus cibarius, and
Boletus edulis. (Photo by author)

Figure 7: Minna looking for mushrooms. (Photo by author)

Figure 9: Boletus edulis in a basket. (Photo by author)
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Figure 7: My father walking through a clearcutting where a mushroom forest used to be. (Photo by author)
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Figure 8: Old kitchen towel with mushrooms. (Photo by Author)
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